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On Tate’s Acyclicity and Uniformity of
Berkovich Spectra and Adic Spectra
Tomoki Mihara
Abstract
We construct a non-sheafy uniform Banach algebra such that a rational localisation of
the Berkovich spectrum does not preserve the uniformity. We also construct uniform affinoid
rings in the sense of Roland Huber such that rational localisations of the adic spectra do not
preserve the uniformity. One of them is an example of a non-sheafy uniform affinoid ring. We
introduce the notion of local uniformity instead, and prove that the local uniformity implies
the sheaf condition.
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0 Introduction
Throughout this paper, let k denote a complete valuation field with non-trivial valuation of height
1. An affinoid ring (A .,A +) is said to be sheafy if the structure presheaf on the topology of
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Spa(A .,A +) is a sheaf. We always assume thatA . is a complete Tate ring, and mainly consider
the case where A . is a topological k-algebra. Similarly to an affinoid ring, a Banach k-algebra
(A , ‖ · ‖A ) is said to be sheafy if the Banach algebra of sections on a rational domain of the
Berkovich spectrum is independent of the choice of its presentation, and if the structure presheaf
on the Grothendieck topology generated by rational domains is a sheaf. Since the universality
of an affinoid domain does not necessarily hold, the Banach k-algebra of sections associated
to a rational domain of a Berkovich spectrum deeply depends on the choice of its presentation
in general. This is one of the essential differences between a Berkovich spectrum and an adic
spectrum.
A Banach k-algebra (A , ‖ · ‖) (resp. An affinoid ring (A .,A +) over k) is said to be uniform
if the equality ‖ f 2‖ = ‖ f ‖2 holds for any f ∈ A (resp. if (A .)◦ is bounded). We construct an
example of a uniform Banach algebra such that a rational localisation of the Berkovich spectrum
does not preserve the uniformity. It is an example of a non-sheafy uniform Banach algebra.
We also construct examples of uniform affinoid rings such that rational localisations of the adic
spectra do not preserve the uniformity. One of them is an example of a non-sheafy uniform
affinoid ring. We explain briefly the motivation of constructing such examples.
First of all, we are interested in whether there is a good criterion of the sheaf condition. We
recall several known facts for it.
Theorem 0.1 ([Tat] Theorem 8.2). Every affinoid K-algebra is sheafy.
Theorem 0.2 ([Ber] Proposition 2.2.5). Every K-affinoid algebra is sheafy.
Theorem 0.3 ([Hub2] Theorem 2.2). Every strongly Noetherian Tate ring is sheafy.
Theorem 0.4 ([Sch] Theorem 6.3 (iii)). Every perfectoid affinoid K-algebra is sheafy.
Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.2 are results for Berkovich spectra, and Theorem 0.3 and Theo-
rem 0.4 are results for adic spectra. Here the base field K in Theorem 0.1 and Theorem 0.2 is a
complete valuation field of height at most 1, and the base field K in Theorem 0.4 is a perfectoid
field. The great appearance of perfectoid theory yields an expectation that there is a good class of
Banach algebras (resp. affinoid rings) containing both reduced affinoid K-algebras and perfectoid
K-algebras (resp. reduced strongly Noetherian Tate rings and perfectoid affinoid K-algebras). For
example, consider the class of uniform Banach k-algebras (resp. uniform affinoid rings).
Question 0.5. Is every uniform Banach k-algebra (resp. uniform affinoid ring) sheafy?
The sheaf condition for an affinoid k-algebra (resp. a strongly Noetherian Tate ring) is proved
by reducing it to the simplest case where the rational covering is given by the Weierstrass domain
and the Laurent domain associated to a common single element. For a general uniform Banach
k-algebra (resp. uniform affinoid ring), the sheaf condition for such a covering is easily verified,
and hence if there is a good condition which implies the uniformity and which is preserved under
rational localisations, then it gives a good class of uniform Banach algebras which is contained in
the class of sheafy Banach algebras. In particular, a natural question arises:
Question 0.6. Is the uniformity preserved under a rational localisation?
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These two questions are not ignorable for us to construct a new comprehensive theory in
rigid geometry, and are considered many times by many people before the birth of perfectoid
theory. Now they reappeared in the talk by Peter Scholze in “Hot Topics: Perfectoid Spaces and
their Applications” held in MSRI in Febrary 2014, and we recognised the importance of these
questions again. The answer of Question 0.6 is NO both for a Berkovich spectrum and for an
adic spectrum as we stated at the beginning. We will give counter-examples in Theorem 3.1 for
a Berkovich spectrum, and in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 for adic spectra. Furthermore, we
verify in Corollary 3.2 that the counter-example in Theorem 3.1 is not sheafy. Therefore the
answer of Question 0.5 is NO for a Berkovich spectrum. We remark that the result of Theorem
4.1 obviously includes the fact that the strong uniformity of an affinoid ring is not preserved
under a rational localisation. We also verify in Theorem 4.6 that the example in Theorem 4.4 is
also an example of a non-sheafy uniform affinoid ring. Thus the answer of Question 0.5 is NO
also for an adic spectrum. On the other hand, we also have several affirmative results related to
them. First, we introduce the notion of local uniformity in Definition 4.7. The local uniformity
implies the uniformity, and is preserved under rational localisations by definition. Therefore the
local uniformity is one of desired conditions stronger than the uniformity, and we verify that the
local uniformity implies the sheaf condition in Theorem 4.9. Second, we prove that every sheafy,
locally perfectoid, affinoid ring is a perfectoid affinoid ring if and only if it satisfies a certain
vanishing condition of the second cohomology in Theorem 4.11. This implies that in the case
where the base field is of positive characteristic, a perfectoid space is an affinoid perfectoid space
if and only if it is an affinoid space.
1 Preliminaries
1.1 Banach Spaces
For conventions of seminorms on a k-vector space, see [Ber] §1.1 or [BGR] §2. For a seminormed
k-vector space (V, ‖ · ‖V ), we set V(r) B {v ∈ V | ‖v‖V ≤ r} and V(r−) B {v ∈ V | ‖v‖V < r} for
each r ∈ (0,∞). We put Ok B k(1) and mk B k(1−).
Definition 1.1. Let V be a k-vector space, and W ⊂ V an Ok-submodule. We set Wac B⋂
r∈(1,∞) k(r)W. We say that W is AC if W = Wac, and is a lattice if the multiplication k⊗Ok W → V
is an isomorphism of k-vector spaces.
We have Wacac = Wac, and hence Wac is the smallest AC Ok-submodule of V containing W.
If the valuation of k is discrete, then Wac = W. If |k| is dense in [0,∞), then Wac coincides with
Wa∗ B {v ∈ V | mkv ⊂ W} introduced in [GR] 2.2.2 and 2.2.9.
Definition 1.2. An Ok-module M is said to be AS if
⋂
r∈(0,1) k(r)M = {0}.
Proposition 1.3. Every Ok-submodule of an AS Ok-module is AS.
Proof. The proof is straightforward by definition. 
Corollary 1.4. An Ok-submodule W of a k-vector space is AS if and only if so is Wac.
Proposition 1.5. Every bounded Ok-submodule of a normed k-vector space is AS.
Proof. We have
⋂
r∈(0,1) k(r)W ⊂ ⋂r∈(0,1) V(rR) = {0} for an R >> 0. 
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Let V be a k-vector space, and W ⊂ V a lattice (resp. an AS lattice). We denote by ‖ · ‖V,W the
seminorm (resp. norm) V → [0,∞) given by setting ‖v‖V,W B inf{r ∈ (0,∞) | v ∈ k(r)W} for each
v ∈ V . Then the closed unit ball of V with respect to ‖ · ‖V,W coincides with Wac, and the equality
‖ · ‖V,Wac = ‖ · ‖V,W holds.
Proposition 1.6. Let V be a seminormed k-vector space. Then V(1) is an AC lattice. If ‖ · ‖V is a
norm, then V(1) is AS, and ‖ · ‖V is equivalent to ‖ · ‖V,V(1). If the closure of |k| ⊂ [0,∞) contains
‖V‖V , then ‖ · ‖V coincides with ‖ · ‖V,V(1).
The proof is straightforward. If |k| is dense in [0,∞), then V(1) determines ‖ · ‖V , and there is
an anti-order preserving one-to-one correspondence between the set of AC (resp. AS AC) lattices
of V and the set of seminorms (resp. norms) on V .
Lemma 1.7. Let V be a normed k-vector space. An open lattice W ⊂ V is bounded if and only if
‖ · ‖V is equivalent to ‖ · ‖V,W .
Lemma 1.8. Let V be a seminormed k-vector space, and W ⊂ V an Ok-submodule with Wac =
V(1). The closureW of the image of W in the completion V of V with respect to ‖ ·‖V is an AS lat-
tice with W ac = V (1). Moreover, the canonical homomorphism k ⊗Ok lim←− 0<r<1 W/k(r)W → V is
an isomorphism of k-vector spaces, and its restriction gives an isomorphism lim←− 0<r<1 W/k(r)W →
W of topological Ok-modules with respect to the inverse limit topology of the source and the norm
topology of the target.
Lemma 1.7 (resp. Lemma 1.8) follows from Proposition 1.6 (resp. Proposition 1.5 and Propo-
sition 1.6). For a family (Vi)i∈I of Banach k-vector spaces indexed by a set I, denoting by |Vi|
the underlying k-vector space of Vi for each i ∈ I, we set |∏i∈I Vi| B {v = (vi)i∈I ∈ ∏i∈I |Vi| |
supi∈I ‖vi‖Vi < ∞}, and endow it with the norm ‖ · ‖∏i∈I Vi : v = (vi)i∈I 7→ supi∈I ‖vi‖Vi . Then∏
i∈I Vi B (|∏i∈I Vi|, ‖ · ‖∏i∈I Vi) is a Banach k-vector space, and satisfies the universality of a
direct product of (Vi)i∈I in the category of Banach k-vector spaces and submetric k-linear homo-
morphisms.
1.2 Banach Algebras
A k-algebra is always assumed to be a commutative associative unital non-zero k-algebra. LetA
be a normed k-algebra. We denote byA ◦ ⊂ A is a subset of power-bounded elements. ThenA ◦
is an open Ok-subalgebra of A containing A (1), and depends only on the equivalence class of
the norm of A . In particular, we have k◦ = Ok. We emphasise that this convention of A ◦ is not
compatible with that in [Ber] §2.4.
Lemma 1.9. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). For any Banach k-algebra A , (A ◦)ac coincides
with the subring consisting of elements a with ρA (a) ≤ 1.
Proof. Let a ∈ A . Suppose ρA (a) ≤ 1. Let  ∈ mk. We have ρA (a) = ||ρA (a) < 1, and
hence a is topologically nilpotent. Therefore a ∈ A ◦. Thus a ∈ (A ◦)ac. On the other hand,
suppose a ∈ (A ◦)ac. Assume ρA (a) > 1. Since |k| is dense in [0,∞), there is an  ∈ mk such
that ρA (a)−1 < || < 1. However, a ∈ A ◦ and hence ρA (a) ≤ 1 by the definition of ρA . It
contradicts the inequality ρA (a) = ||ρA (a) > 1. 
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LetA be a Banach k-algebra. We denote byM (A ) the non-empty compact Hausdorff space
consisting of bounded multiplicative seminorms on A ([Ber] 1.2.1 Theorem). An x ∈M (A ) is
said to be k-rational if A /{ f ∈ A | x( f ) = 0}  k. We denote byM (A )(k) ⊂M (A ) the subset
of k-rational points. We say thatA is uniform if its norm is power-multiplicative, and is a Banach
function algebra over k if the spectral radius function ρA : A → [0,∞) : a 7→ infn∈N ‖an‖1/nA is
a complete power-multiplicative norm. By Banach’s open mapping theorem ([Bou] Theorem
I.3.3/1), A is a Banach function algebra over k if and only if ‖ · ‖A is equivalent to ρA as
seminorms.
Lemma 1.10. For any Banach function algebra A over k, A ◦ coincides with the AC subring
consisting of elements a with ρA (a) ≤ 1. Moreover, ρA is a unique complete power-multiplicative
norm equivalent to ‖ · ‖A .
Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 1.6. Since A is a Banach function algebra
over k, ρA is a complete power-multiplicative seminorm equivalent to ‖ · ‖A . Since ρA depends
only on the equivalence class of ‖ · ‖A by [Ber] 1.3.1 Theorem, a complete power-multiplicative
norm on A equivalent to ‖ · ‖A is unique. 
Corollary 1.11. For any uniform Banach k-algebra A , the equality A ◦ = A (1) holds.
Proposition 1.12. Let A be a Banach k-algebra. For any Ok-subalgebra A0 of A , Aac0 is an
Ok-subalgebra of A .
Proof. If the valuation of k is discrete, then Aac0 = A0 and hence is an Ok-subalgebra. Suppose
that |k| is dense in [0,∞). Let (a, b) ∈ Aac0 × Aac0 . Let  ∈ mk. Since |k| is dense in [0,∞), there is
an (1, 2) ∈ mk ×mk with 12 = . We obtain (ab) = (1a)(2b) ∈ A0, and hence ab ∈ Aac0 . Thus
Aac0 is closed under the multiplication. 
Proposition 1.13. For any normed k-algebra A , A ◦ ⊂ A is integrally closed.
Proof. Let a ∈ A be an element integral over A ◦, and P(T ) = ∑nh=0 PhT h ∈ A ◦[T ] denote
the minimum polynomial of a. By P0, . . . , Ph ∈ A ◦, they generate a bounded Ok-subalgebra
A0 ⊂ A . By the continuity of the multiplication, M B ∑n−1h=0A0ah ⊂ A is a bounded A0-
submodule. Since ahP(a) = 0, we have ah+n ∈ M by induction on h for any h ∈ N. Thus
a ∈ A ◦. 
Definition 1.14. Let A be a k-algebra. An Ok-subalgebra A0 ⊂ A is said to be PS if the equality
A0 = {a ∈ A | a2 ∈ A0} holds.
Proposition 1.15. Let A be a Banach k-algebra. For any open PS (resp. integrally closed) Ok-
subalgebra A0 ⊂ A , so is A ac0 ⊂ A .
Proof. The subset A ac0 ⊂ A is an Ok-subalgebra by Proposition 1.12, and is open because A0 ⊂
A ac0 . If the valuation of k is discrete, then A
ac
0 = A0. Therefore we may assume that |k| is dense
in [0,∞). Let a ∈ A be an element with a2 ∈ A ac0 (resp. integral over A ac0 ). Put P B T 2 − a2 ∈
A ac0 [T ] (resp. Take a monic P ∈ A ac0 [T ] with P(a) = 0). Let d ∈ N\{0} be the degree of P. For
any  ∈ mk, we have dP(−1T ) ∈ A0[T ] and hence a satisfies (a)2 ∈ A0 (resp. is integral over
A0). Since A0 is PS (resp. integrally closed), we obtain a ∈ A0. Thus a ∈ A ac0 . We conclude
that A ac0 is PS (resp. integrally closed). 
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Lemma 1.16. Let A be a k-algebra. For any AS lattice A0 ⊂ A which is a subring, ‖ · ‖A ,A0
is a norm of A as a k-algebra. Moreover, if |k| is dense in [0,∞) and A0 is PS, then ‖ · ‖A ,A0 is
power-multiplicative.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Put ‖ · ‖0 B ‖ · ‖A ,A0 . Suppose that A0 is PS. Then A ac0
is PS by Proposition 1.15. Let a ∈ A . In order to prove the power-multiplicativity of ‖ · ‖0, it
suffices to verify ‖a‖2 ≤ ‖a2‖ because the converse inequality follows from the submultiplicativity
of ‖ · ‖0. If a = 0, then ‖a2‖0 = ‖a‖20 = 0. Suppose a , 0. For any r ∈ (‖a2‖0,∞), there is a c ∈ k×
such that ‖a2‖0 ≤ |c|2 < r because |k| is dense in [0,∞). Then ‖(c−1a)2‖0 = |c|−2‖a2‖0 ≤ 1, and
hence (c−1a)2 ∈ A ac0 . Since A ac0 is PS, we obtain c−1a ∈ A ac0 and hence ‖c−1a‖0 ≤ 1. It implies‖a‖20 ≤ |c|2 < r. Thus ‖a2‖0 ≤ ‖a‖20. We conclude that ‖ · ‖0 is power-multiplicative. 
Proposition 1.17. A Banach k-algebra A is a Banach function algebra over k if and only if A ◦
is bounded. Moreover, in the case where |k| is dense in [0,∞), A is a uniform Banach k-algebra
if and only if A (1) = A ◦.
Proof. The necessity implications of the two assertions follow from Lemma 1.10, Corollary 1.11,
Proposition 1.6 for ρA and A ◦, and Lemma 1.7 for ‖ · ‖A and A ◦. Suppose that A ◦ is bounded.
We prove (A ◦)ac = A ◦. Let a ∈ (A ◦)ac. We have an ∈ (A ◦)ac for any n ∈ N by Proposition
1.12. Take a c ∈ k× such that A ◦ ⊂ cA (1). Since (cA (1))ac = cA (1)ac = cA (1), we have
(A ◦)ac ⊂ (cA (1))ac = cA (1). It implies {an | n ∈ N} ⊂ cA (1), and hence a ∈ A ◦. We obtain
(A ◦)ac = A ◦. Therefore A ◦ coincides with the closed unit ball with respect to ρA by Lemma
1.9, and hence ρA is a norm becauseA ◦ is AS by Proposition 1.5. SinceA ◦ is an open bounded
subspace of A , ρA is equivalent to ‖ · ‖A by Proposition 1.6 and Lemma 1.7. We conclude that
A is a Banach function algebra over k. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞) andA (1) = A ◦. Since
A ◦ is PS by Proposition 1.13, ‖ · ‖A is power-multiplicative by Proposition 1.6 and Lemma 1.16.
Therefore A is uniform. 
Corollary 1.18. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). For any Banach function algebra A over k,
‖ · ‖A ,A ◦ is a unique power-multiplicative norm of A equivalent to ‖ · ‖A .
Let (Ai)i∈I be a family of Banach k-algebras. Then
∏
i∈I Ai is a Banach k-algebra, and satisfies
the universality of a direct product of (Ai)i∈I in the category of Banach k-algebras and submetric
k-algebra homomorphisms. Moreover,
∏
i∈I Ai is uniform if and only if so is Ai for any i ∈ I.
We remark that a direct product does not preserve the class of Banach function algebras over k,
but at least it is true that if
∏
i∈I Ai is a Banach function algebra over k, then so is Ai because
the zero-extension Ai ↪→ ∏i∈I Ai is an isometric multiplicative k-linear homomorphism for any
i ∈ I.
2 Norms on Affinoid Rings
In this paper, an affinoid ring A = (A .,A +) is assumed to satisfy that A . is a complete Tate
ring. We study the relation between properties of an affinoid ring and norms on the underly-
ing topological ring in §2.1. We compare the notion of a rational localisation of the Berkovich
spectrum of a Banach k-algebra with that of the adic spectrum of an affinoid ring in §2.2.
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2.1 Affinoid Rings
For conventions of an affinoid ring, see [Hub1], [Hub2], or [Hub3]. We always assume that the
underlying f-adic ring of an affinoid ring is a complete Tate ring. Following the convention for a
normed k-vector space, for an f-adic ring A, we denote by A◦ ⊂ A the subring of power-bounded
elements. We remark that similar proof of Proposition 1.13 works for an f-adic ring A, and hence
A◦ ⊂ A is integrally closed. For a topological field K, an affinoid ring over K is an affinoid ring
A such that A . is an f-adic ring over K.
Definition 2.1. Let A be a Banach k-algebra. We denote by A ad+ the integral closure of A (1)
in A , and call A ad B (A ,A ad+) the affinoid algebra associated to A .
For a Banach k-algebra A , we have A (1) ⊂ A ◦ and hence A ad+ is contained in A ◦ by
Proposition 1.13, and A ad an affinoid ring over kad. If A is a uniform Banach k-algebra, then
A (1) = A ◦ is integrally closed and hence A ad = (A ,A (1)) = (A ,A ◦). Let A be an f-adic ring
over k. An Ok-subalgebra of definition of A is a ring of definition of A which is an Ok-subalgebra.
Proposition 2.2. Every f-adic ring A over k admits an Ok-subalgebra of definition, and for any
Ok-subalgebra A0 ⊂ A of definition, ‖ · ‖A,A0 is a complete norm of A as a k-algebra which gives
its original topology.
Proof. The Ok-subalgebra generated by a ring of definition with an ideal I of definition is an
Ok-subalgebra of definition with an ideal of definition generated by I. Let A0 ⊂ A be an Ok-
subalgebra of definition. We have Aac0 ⊂ A0 ⊂ Aac0 for any  ∈ k(1−), and hence Aac0 is also an
Ok-subalgebra of definition. The topology of A is given by ‖ · ‖A,A0 because Aac0 is the closed unit
ball of A with respect to ‖ · ‖A,A0 , and ‖ · ‖A,A0 is a norm of A as a k-algebra by Lemma 1.16. 
For an f-adic ring A over k, we define a seminorm ρA : A → [0,∞) as the spectral radius
function on the Banach k-algebra which shares the underlying k-algebra with A and is endowed
with a complete norm ‖ · ‖A in Proposition 2.2. It is independent of the choice of ‖ · ‖A . For an
affinoid ring A over k, we put ρA B ρA . .
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). For any f-adic ring A over k with a ring
A+ ⊂ A of integral elements which is an Ok-subalgebra, the equality (A+)ac = (A◦)ac holds.
Proof. The assertion immediately follows from Lemma 1.9 and [Ber] 1.3.1 Theorem. 
For an affinoid ring A , we denote by Spa(A ) the small set of (equivalence classes of) con-
tinuous valuations x on A . with x( f ) ≤ 1 for any f ∈ A + ([Hub1] §3 p. 467 Definition (iii)).
An x ∈ Spa(A ) is said to be of height 1 if a valuation of height 1 represents x. We denote by
Spa(A )1 ⊂ Spa(A ) the subset of continuous valuations of height 1. If A is an affinoid ring over
k, then every x ∈ Spa(A )1 admits a unique representative | · |x : A . → [0,∞) whose restriction
on k coincides with the valuation on k. For x, y ∈ Spa(A )1, the equality | · |x = | · |y holds if and
only if x = y.
Proposition 2.4. Let A be an affinoid ring A over k, and ‖ · ‖0 is a complete norm of A . in
Proposition 2.2. The correspondence x 7→ | · |x gives a bijective map Spa(A )1 →M (A ., ‖ · ‖0),
and the equality ρA ( f ) = supx∈Spa(A )1 | f |x holds for any f ∈ A . In particular, Spa(A )1 depends
only on A ..
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Proof. The second assertion follows from the first assertion and [Ber] 1.3.1 Theorem by the defi-
nition of ρA . In order to verify the first assertion, it suffices to show that a map x : A . → [0,∞)
is a continuous valuation with x(A +) ⊂ [0, 1] and x|k = | · | if and only if x ∈M (A ., ‖ · ‖0). The
sufficient implication immediately follows from Lemma 1.9 and [Ber] 1.3.1 Theorem. Suppose
that x is a continuous valuation with x(A +) ⊂ [0, 1] and x|k = | · |. Then by the continuity of x,
there is an r ∈ (0,∞) such that { f ∈ A . | ‖ f ‖0 ≤ r} is contained in { f ∈ A . | x( f ) ≤ 1}. Assume
that there is an f ∈ A . such that 0 , ‖ f ‖0 < x( f ). Since the valuation of k is not trivial, there
is a $ ∈ k× with |$| < 1. Take an N ∈ N with r−1|$|−1‖ f ‖N0 < x( f )N . Let n ∈ N denote the
least number with r−1|$|n‖ f ‖N0 ≤ 1. We have x($n f N) = |$|nx( f )N ≥ r−1|$|n−1‖ f ‖N0 > 1, and
it contradicts the inequality ‖$n f N‖0 = |$|n‖ f N‖0 ≤ r. Therefore we obtain x( f ) ≤ ‖ f ‖0 for any
f ∈ A .. Thus x ∈M (A ., ‖ · ‖0). 
Definition 2.5. An f-adic ring A over k is said to be uniform if A◦ is bounded. An affinoid ringA
over k is said to be uniform if A . is uniform, and is said to be strongly uniform if A is uniform
and A + = (A .)◦.
For any uniform affinoid ring A over k, A + is a ring of definition. Therefore every strongly
uniform affinoid ring over kad is isomorphic to A ad for a Banach k-algebra.
Proposition 2.6. For an f-adic ring A over k, the following are equivalent:
(i) The f-adic ring A over k is uniform.
(ii) The f-adic ring A over k admits a norm which gives its original topology and with respect
to which A is a Banach function algebra over k.
(iii) The f-adic ring A over k admits a unique complete power-multiplicative norm as a k-algebra
which gives its original topology.
In addition if |k| is dense in [0,∞), then they are equivalent to the following:
(iv) The f-adic ring A over k admits a PS ring of definition which is an Ok-subalgebra, and
for any PS ring A0 ⊂ A of definition which is an Ok-subalgebra, ‖ · ‖A,A0 is a complete
power-multiplicative norm of A which gives its original topology.
(v) The open Ok-subalgebra A◦ ⊂ A is an AC PS ring of definition.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 1.10, Proposition 1.17, and Proposition 2.2. Sup-
pose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). The condition (iv) implies (v) by Lemma 1.10 and Proposition
1.13. The condition (v) implies (ii) by Proposition 1.13 and Lemma 1.16. We verify that the
condition (i) implies (iv). The Ok-subalgebra A◦ ⊂ A is integrally closed and bounded by Propo-
sition 1.13, and hence is a PS ring of definition. Take a PS ring A0 ⊂ A of definition. which is an
Ok-subalgebra. Then Aac0 is also an Ok-subalgebra of definition by the proof of Proposition 2.2,
and is PS by Proposition 1.15. Therefore the topology of A is given by ‖ · ‖A,A0 because Aac0 is the
closed unit ball of A with respect to ‖ · ‖A,A0 , and ‖ · ‖A,A0 is a power-multiplicative norm of A as a
k-algebra by Lemma 1.16. Thus A satisfies (iv). 
Corollary 2.7. For any uniform affinoid ring A over k, ρA is a complete power-multiplicative
norm on A . which gives its original topology and for which the closed unit ball of A . coincides
with (A .)◦, and is unique among such seminorms. If |k| is dense in [0,∞), then the equality
ρA = ‖ · ‖A .,(A .)◦ holds.
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Corollary 2.8. For any uniform affinoid ring A over k, (A .)◦ is AC in A ..
Corollary 2.9. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). A uniform affinoid ring A over k is strongly
uniform if and only if A + is AC in A ..
Proposition 2.10. An affinoid ring A over k is strongly uniform if and only if A is isomorphic
to the affinoid algebra associated to a uniform Banach k-algebra.
Proof. The assertion immediately follows from Proposition 1.13 and Corollary 2.7. 
Proposition 2.11. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). An affinoid ring A over kad is uniform if
and only if (A .)◦ ⊂ A . is AC and (A ., (A +)ac) is strongly uniform.
Proof. The sufficient implication follows from Proposition 1.15, and the necessary implication
follows from Corollary 2.8 and Corollary 2.9. 
2.2 Rational Localisations
Let n ∈ N\{0} and r = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ (0,∞)n. We put (1, . . . , 1) B 1n ∈ (0,∞)n. For each h =
(h1, . . . , hn) ∈ Nn, we set |h| B h1 + · · ·+hn, rh B rh11 · · · rhnn , and Th B T h11 · · · T hnn ∈ Z[T1, . . . ,Th].
Let A be a Banach k-algebra. We denote by A {r−1T} the k-subalgebra of A [[T1, . . . ,Tn]] con-
sisting of elements f =
∑
h∈Nn fhTh with ‖ fh‖rh
|h|→∞−−−−→ 0, and endow it with the complete norm
‖ · ‖A {r−1T} : A {r−1T} → [0,∞) :
∑
h∈Nn fhTh 7→ suph∈Nn ‖ fh‖rh. We call ‖ · ‖A {r−1T} the Gauss
norm of radius r, and the Banach k-algebra (A {r−1T}, ‖ · ‖A {r−1T}) the Tate algebra of radius r
over A . In particular, we put A {T1, . . . ,Tn} B A {1−1n T}. For any Banach k-algebra B and any
bounded k-algebra homomorphism ϕ : A → B satisfying ϕ( f0) ∈ B× and ‖ϕ( f0)−1ϕ( fi)‖B ≤ ri
for any i ∈ N ∩ [1, n], there is a unique bounded homomorphism ϕ˜ : A {r−1T} → B such that
ϕ˜(Ti) = ϕ( f0)−1ϕ( fi) for any i ∈ N ∩ [1, n] and the composite of the canonical embedding
A ↪→ A {r−1T} and ϕ˜ coincides with ϕ. We call this extension property the extension prop-
erty of the Tate algebra. For each f0 ∈ A and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n with ∑ni=1A fi = A ,
we denote by A {r−1 f −10 f } the quotient of A {r−1T} by the closure of the ideal generated by{ f0Ti− fi | i ∈ N∩[1, n]}. In particular, we putA { f −10 f } B A {1−1n f −10 f },A {r−1 f } B A {r−11−1 f },
A { f } B A {1−1n f }, and so on. We denote by M (A ){r−1 f −10 f } ⊂ M (A ) the closed subset of
points x with | fi(x)| ≤ ri| f0(x)| for any i ∈ N ∩ [1, n]. A subset ofM (A ) of such a form is called
a rational domain.
Proposition 2.12. Let A be a Banach k-algebra. For each f0 ∈ A and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n
with
∑n
i=1A fi = A , the mapM (A {r−1 f −10 f })→M (A ) associated to the canonical homomor-
phism A → A {r−1 f −10 f } is a homeomorphism ontoM (A ){r−1 f −10 f }.
Proof. Let ϕ : M (A {r−1 f −10 f }) → M (A ) denote the given continuous map, which is injec-
tive because f −10 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn generates a dense A -subalgebra of A {r−1 f −10 f }. Since Berkovich
spectra are compact and Hausdorff, ϕ is a homeomorphism onto the closed image. Therefore it
suffices to verify that the image of ϕ coincides withM (A ){r−1 f −10 f }. Let x ∈M (A {r−1 f −10 f }).
For any i ∈ N ∩ [1, n], we have | fi(ϕ(x))| = | fi(x)| = | f0(x)| |( f −10 fi)(x)| = | f0(ϕ(x))| |( f −10 fi)(x)| ≤| f0(ϕ(x))|‖ f −10 fi‖A {r−1 f −10 f } ≤ ri| f0(ϕ(x))|. Therefore ϕ(x) ∈M (A ){r
−1 f −10 f }.
Let y ∈ M (A ){r−1 f −10 f }, and η : A → κ(y) be the canonical bounded homomorphism to
the extension κ(y)/k of valuation fields corresponding to y by [Ber] 1.2.2 Remark. Since | fi(y)| ≤
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ri| f0(y)| for any i ∈ N ∩ [1, n], it extends to a bounded homomorphism A {r−1T} → κ(y) sending
Ti to η( f0)−1η( fi) for each i ∈ N ∩ [1, n] by the extension property of the Tate algebra. The kernel
obviously contains f0Ti − fi for each i ∈ N ∩ [1, n], and hence it induces a bounded k-algebra
homomorphism A {r−1 f −10 f } → κ(y). It corresponds to an x ∈ M (A {r−1 f −10 f }). Since the
restriction of x on the image of A coincides with y, we obtain y = ϕ(x). Thus the image of ϕ
coincides withM (A ){r−1 f −10 f }. 
Lemma 2.13. Let A be a Banach k-algebra. For an a ∈ A , A {a} = 0 if and only if a ∈ A × and
|a−1(x)| < 1 for any x ∈M (A ).
Proof. The assertion follows from [Ber] 1.2.1 Theorem and [Ber] 1.2.4 Corollary. 
The underlying k-algebra of the Banach k-algebra k{r−1T} is Noetherian, and every ideal of
it is closed by [Ber] 2.1.3 Proposition. If A is isomorphic to the quotient of such a Banach
k-algebra, the isomorphism class of A { f −10 f } for an f0 ∈ A and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n with∑n
i=1A fi = A depends only on the rational domain M (A ){ f −10 f }, and hence is denoted by
OM (A )(M (A ){ f −10 f }). The correspondence U  OM (A )(U) gives a presheaf of complete topo-
logical k-algebras on the Grothendieck topology generated by rational subsets of M (A ). We
remark that there is no canonical norm of OM (A )(U) when A is not reduced, and hence we have
to forget the norm on each section. For more details of rational localisations of suchA , see [Ber]
§2.2. On the other hand, ifA is not isomorphic to a quotient of the Banach k-algebra of the form
k{r−1T}, the isomorphism class of A { f −10 f } for an f0 ∈ A and an f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n with∑n
i=1A fi = A depends on the presentation (n, ( f0, f )) ofM (A ){ f −10 f } in general, and hence the
presheaf OM (A ) is not well-defined.
We recall the relation between rational localisations of a Berkovich spectrum and an adic
spectrum. Let f0 ∈ A and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n with ∑ni=1A fi = A . We define A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 B
lim←− 0<r<1A (1)[ f
−1
0 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn]/A (r)[ f
−1
0 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn] and A 〈 f −10 f 〉 B k ⊗Ok (A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉),
where A (r)[ f −10 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn] ⊂ A [ f −10 ] denotes the smallest Ok-submodule closed under the
addition and the multiplication containing the image of A (r) and { f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn} for each
r ∈ (0, 1). We have A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉  lim←− 0<r<1A (1)[ f
−1
0 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn]/k(r)A (1)[ f
−1
0 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn]
as topological Ok-modules by Lemma 1.8 for the seminorm on A [ f −10 ] = A [ f
−1
0 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn]
induced by the Gauss norm of radius 1n. Therefore its underlying Ok-module is torsion-free and
hence is flat. It implies that the canonical homomorphism A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 → A 〈 f −10 f 〉 is injective,
and we identify A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 with its image. We equip A 〈 f −10 f 〉 with the complete norm ‖ ·‖A 〈 f −10 f 〉 B ‖ · ‖A 〈 f −10 f 〉,A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 as a k-algebra (Lemma 1.16).
Proposition 2.14. Let A be a Banach k-algebra. For any f0 ∈ A and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n
with
∑n
i=1A fi = A , the equality A 〈 f −10 f 〉(1) = A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉ac holds.
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemma 1.8 for the induced seminorm on A [ f −10 ]. 
Proposition 2.15. LetA be a Banach k-algebra. For any f0 ∈ A and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n with∑n
i=1A fi = A , the natural homomorphism A {T1, . . . ,Tn} → A 〈 f −10 f 〉 sending Ti to the image
of f −10 fi for each i ∈ N∩[1, n] is an admissible surjective homomorphism, and its kernel coincides
with the closure ( f0T1− f1, . . . , f0Tn− fn)ˆ of the ideal ( f0T1− f1, . . . , f0Tn− fn) ⊂ A {T} generated
by { f0T1 − f1, . . . , f0Tn − fn}. Moreover, the induced homomorphism A { f −10 f } → A 〈 f −10 f 〉 is an
isometric isomorphism.
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Proof. Let ι : A → A 〈 f −10 f 〉 denote the canonical bounded homomorphism. By
∑n
i=1A fi =
A , there is a (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ A n with ∑ni=1 gi fi = 1. The equality ι( f0) ∑ni=1 ι(gi)ι( f −10 fi) =∑n
i=1 ι(gi fi) = ι(1) = 1 guarantees that ι( f0) is invertible in A 〈 f −10 f 〉 by [Ber] Corollary 1.2.4.
Therefore ι extends to a unique bounded homomorphism ι˜ : A {T1, . . . ,Tn} → A 〈 f −10 f 〉 sending
Ti to ι( f0)−1ι( fi) for each i ∈ N ∩ [1, n] because ‖ι( f0)−1ι( fi)‖A 〈 f −10 f 〉 ≤ 1 for each i ∈ N ∩ [1, n].
For any g ∈ A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉, there is a sequence (g j) j∈N ∈
∏∞
j=0A (2
− j)[ f −10 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn] such that
g =
∑∞
j=0 ι(g j) by the definition of the topology ofA 〈 f −10 f 〉. Take a lift G j ∈ A [T1, . . . ,Tn] of g j
whose coefficients lie in A (2− j) for each j ∈ N. By the completeness of A , G B ∑∞j=0 G j con-
verges in A {T1, . . . ,Tn}. By the continuity of ι˜, we have ι˜(G) = ∑∞j=0 ι˜(G j) = ∑∞j=0 ι(g j) =
g. Therefore A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 ⊂ ι˜(A {T1, . . . ,Tn}(1)), and ι˜ is surjective because A 〈 f −10 f 〉(1) =
(A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉)ac. Since ι˜(A (1)[T1, . . . ,Tn]) = ι(A (1)[ f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn]) is dense inA (1)〈 f −10 f 〉,
the image of A {T1, . . . ,Tn}(1) by ι˜ coincides with A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 by Banach’s open mapping the-
orem ([Bou] Theorem I.3.3/1). The equality ι˜( f0Ti − fi) = ι( f0)˜ι(Ti) − ι( fi) = 0 guarantees
that ker ι˜ contains ( f0T1 − f1, . . . , f0Tn − fn)ˆ. Moreover, ι˜ is submetric by ι˜(A (1)[T1, . . . ,Tn]) =
ι(A (1))[ι( f0)−1ι( f1), . . . , ι( f0)−1ι( fn)] ⊂ A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 ⊂ A 〈 f −10 f 〉(1). Therefore ι˜ induces a sur-
jective submetric homomorphism ι{ f −10 f } : A { f −10 f } → A 〈 f −10 f 〉.
We prove that ι{ f −10 f } is isometric. Denote by ι[ f −10 ] : A [ f −10 ] → A 〈 f −10 f 〉 the composite
of the canonical homomorphism A [ f −10 ] → A { f −10 f } and ι{ f −10 f }. Let F =
∑
h∈Nn FhTh ∈
A {T1, . . . ,Tn}. For any r > ‖˜ι(F)‖A 〈 f −10 f 〉, we have ι˜(F) ∈ k(r)A (1)〈 f
−1
0 f 〉 by the definition
of ‖ · ‖A 〈 f −10 f 〉. Take an N ∈ N such that ‖Fh‖A < r for any h ∈ N
n with |h| > N. Set G B∑
h∈Nn∩[1,N]n FhTh ∈ A [T1, . . . ,Tn]. Since ι˜ is submetric, we have ι˜(F − G) ∈ A 〈 f −10 f 〉(r−) ⊂
k(r)A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉 and ι[ f −10 ](G( f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn)) = ι˜(G) = ι˜(F) − ι˜(F − G) ∈ k(r)A (1)〈 f −10 f 〉.
Therefore we obtain G( f −10 f1, . . . , f
−1
0 fn) ∈ A (r)[ f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn] by the definition of ι, and
there is an H ∈ A [T1, . . . ,Tn] such that H( f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn) = G( f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn) and each
coefficient of H lies in A (r). We get
F = (F −G) + (G −G( f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn)) − (H − H( f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn)) + H
∈ A {T1, . . . ,Tn} (r) + ( f0T1 − f1, . . . , f0Tn − fn),
and hence ‖F + ( f0T1 − f1, . . . , f0Tn − fn)ˆ‖A { f −10 f } ≤ r. Since r is an arbitrary real number with
r > ‖˜ι(F)‖A 〈 f −10 f 〉, it implies ‖F + ( f0T1− f1, . . . , f0Tn− fn)ˆ‖A { f −10 f } ≤ ‖˜ι(F)‖A 〈 f −10 f 〉. Thus ι{ f
−1
0 f }
is isometric. 
Let A be an affinoid ring. A rational domain of Spa(A ) is a subset of Spa(A ) of the form
Spa(A )( f −10 f ) B {x ∈ Spa(A ) | | fi(x)| ≤ | f0(x)|, ∀i ∈ N ∩ [1, n]} for some n ∈ N, f0 ∈ A .,
and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ (A .)n with ∑ni=1A . fi = A .. We adopt obvious conventions such
as Spa(A )( f ). For a rational subset U ⊂ Spa(A ), an affinoid ring (OSpa(A )(U),O+Spa(A )(U))
over A is defined by a certain universality ([Hub2] (1.2)) so that the structure morphism A →
(OSpa(A )(U),O+Spa(A )(U)) induces an identification Spa(OSpa(A )(U),O
+
Spa(A )(U))  U ⊂ Spa(A ),
and is called the rational localisation of A on U. For any presentation U = Spa(A )( f −10 f )
by an (n, f0, f ), the universality guarantees that OSpa(A )(U) is isomorphic to A 〈 f −10 f 〉 over A .
Moreover, OSpa(A ) and O+Spa(A ) give presheaves of topological rings on the topology of Spa(A )
generated by rational domains.
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Proposition 2.16. Let A be an affinoid ring over k. Put X B Spa(A ). Let U ⊂ X be a rational
domain, and ‖ · ‖A a complete norm on A . as a k-algebra which gives its original topology. For
any n ∈ N\{0}, f0 ∈ A , and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n with ∑ni=1A fi = A and U = X( f −10 f ), there
is a natural isomorphism A .{ f −10 f } → OX(U) as topological k-algebras.
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.15. 
Proposition 2.17. Let A be a Banach function algebra over k. For any f ∈ A , (T − f ) ⊂ A {T }
is a closed ideal, and in addition if A is uniform, then the canonical bounded homomorphism
A {T }/(T − f )→ A { f } is an isometric isomorphism.
Proof. We have only to verify that (T − f ) is a closed ideal. Since A is Banach function algebra
over k, the uniformisation preserves the underlying topological k-algebra. Therefore we may
assume that A is uniform. Let F ∈ A {T }. For each x ∈ M (A ), denote by x˜ ∈ M (A {T })
the point given by setting |G(x˜)| = sup∞i=0 |Gi(x˜)| for each G =
∑∞
i=0 GiT
i ∈ A {T }. We have
|(T − f )(x˜)| = max{1, | f (x)|} ≥ 1, and hence |F(x˜)| ≤ |(T − f )(x˜)| |F(x˜)| = |(T − f )F(x˜)| for any
x ∈ M (A ). The uniformity of A implies ‖F‖A {T } ≤ ‖(T − f )F‖A {T } ≤ ‖T − f ‖A {T } ‖F‖A {T }
by [Ber] 1.3.1 Theorem, because x˜ is maximal among the preimage of x. Thus the multiplication
(T − f )× : A {T } → A {T } is an admissible injective homomorphism, and its image (T − f ) is
closed. 
Proposition 2.18. LetA be a Banach function algebra over k. For any f ∈ A , ( f T −1) ⊂ A {T }
is a closed ideal, and in addition if A is uniform, then the canonical bounded homomorphism
A {T }/( f T − 1)→ A { f −1} is an isometric isomorphism.
Proof. The assertion is verified in a similar way to Proposition 2.17. 
As a consequence, if A is a Banach function algebra over k, then the ideal (T1T2 − 1) ⊂
A {T1,T2}  A {T1}{T2} is closed. Therefore the bounded homomorphism A {T1,T2}/(T1T2 −
1) → A {T,T−1} sending the image of T1 to T is an isometric isomorphism. In fact, this pre-
sentation does not need the assumption of the uniformity of A because the multiplication of
T1T2 − 1 ∈ A {T1,T2} is an isometry by the definition of the Gauss norm. It is easy to verify
that A {T,T−1} is isometrically isomorphic to the Banach k-algebra of convergent Laurent series
F =
∑
i∈Z FiT i with lim|i|→∞ ‖Fi‖A = 0. Therefore if A is a Banach function algebra over k
(resp. a uniform Banach k-algebra), then so is A {T,T−1}. By the definition of A {T,T−1}, the
Cˇech complex
0 → A → A {T1} ×A {T2} → A
{
T,T−1
}
→ 0
f 7→ ( f , f )
(F(T1),G(T2)) 7→ F(T ) −G(T−1)
is an admissible exact sequence of Banach k-vector spaces.
Proposition 2.19. Let A be a Banach function algebra over k. For any f ∈ A , the kernel of
the canonical homomorphism A {T,T−1} → A { f , f −1} sending T to the image of f coincides
with (T − f ) ⊂ A {T,T−1}. In addition if A is uniform, the canonical bounded homomorphism
A {T,T−1}/(T − f )→ A { f , f −1} is an isometric isomorphism.
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Proof. The assertion immediately follows from Proposition 2.17 applied to the composite of
the canonical projection A {T1,T2}  A {T,T−1} and the given homomorphism A {T,T−1} 
A { f , f −1}. 
Corollary 2.20. Let A be a Banach function algebra over k. For any f ∈ A , the Cˇech complex
0→ A → A { f } ×A { f −1} → A { f , f −1} → 0 is an admissible exact sequence.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
0 0 0y y y
0 −−−−−→ 0 −−−−−→ (T1 − f ) × ( f T2 − 1) −−−−−→ (T − f ) −−−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−−→ A −−−−−→ A {T1} ×A {T2} −−−−−→ A
{
T,T−1
}
−−−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−−→ A −−−−−→ A { f } ×A
{
f −1
}
−−−−−→ A
{
f , f −1
}
−−−−−→ 0y y y
0 0 0
whose arrows are the obvious ones. By Proposition 2.17, Proposition 2.18, and Proposition 2.19,
each column is exact. The central row is exact as is mentioned after Proposition 2.18. The
exactness of the top row is verified in a purely algebraic elementary calculation. Therefore the
exactness of the bottom row follows from the snake lemma. Banach’s open mapping theorem
([Bou] Theorem I.3.3/1) guarantees the admissibility of it. 
Lemma 2.21. Let A be a Banach k-algebra. For any n ∈ N\{0} and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n, the
bounded homomorphism A {T1, . . . ,Tn} → A { f1} · · · { fn} sending Ti to fi for each i ∈ N ∩ [1, n]
induces an isometric isomorphism A { f } → A { f1} · · · { fn}.
Proof. To begin with, we verify that for any closed ideal I ⊂ A , the canonical bounded homo-
morphismA {T }/I{T } → A /I{T } is an isometric isomorphism, where I{T } ⊂ A {T } is the closed
ideal generated by the image of I. Since the canonical projection A  A /I{T } is submetric,
so is the induced homomorphism A {T } → A /I{T }. Its kernel is the closed ideal consisting of
power series F =
∑∞
i=0 FiT
i ∈ A {T }with Fi ∈ I for any i ∈ N, and coincides with I{T }. Therefore
A {T }/I{T } → A /I{T } is injective. Let F = ∑∞i=0 FiT i ∈ A /I{T }. Take an arbitrary  ∈ (0, 1).
Let F1, F2, . . . ∈ A be lifts of F1, F2, . . . such that ‖Fi‖A ≤ ‖Fi‖A /I + i for any i ∈ N. Then
0 ≤ limi→∞ ‖Fi‖A ≤ limi→∞ ‖Fi‖A /I + i = 0, and hence F B ∑i=0 FiT i ∈ A [[T ]] lies in A {T }.
The image of F in A /I{T } is F, and ‖F‖A {T } ≤ ‖F‖A /I{T } + . Thus we obtain the surjectivity of
A {T }/I{T } → A /I{T }, and the estimation of the norms above guarantees that it is an isometry.
Applying the result above to A { f } → A { f1} · · · { fn} repetitively, we get
A { f1, . . . , fn} = A {T1, . . . ,Tn} /(T1 − f1, . . . ,Tn − fn)ˆ
 (A {T1} · · · {Tn} /(T1 − f1)ˆ) /(T2 − f2, . . . ,Tn − fn)ˆ
 (A {T1} · · · {Tn−1} /(T1 − f1)ˆ) {Tn} /(T2 − f2, . . . ,Tn − fn)ˆ
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 · · ·  (A {T1} /(T1 − f1)ˆ) {T2} · · · {Tn} /(T2 − f2, . . . ,Tn − fn)ˆ
= A { f1} {T2} · · · {Tn} /(T2 − f2, . . . ,Tn − fn)ˆ  · · ·  A { f1} · · · { fn} ,
where every isomorphism is an isometry. 
Definition 2.22. Let A be an affinoid ring over k. A rational covering U of X B Spa(A ) is said
to be cyclic (resp. strongly cyclic) if there are some n ∈ N\{0} and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ A n (resp.
f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ (A ×)n) such that ∑ni=1A . fi = A . and U ⊂ {X( f −1i f ) ↪→ X | i ∈ N ∩ [1, n]},
and is said to be special if there are an n ∈ N\{0} and f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ (A ×)n such that
U ⊂ {X( fσ) ↪→ X | σ ∈ {1,−1}n}.
Lemma 2.23. Let A be an affinoid ring over k, and put X B Spa(A )
(i) Every rational covering U of X admits a cyclic covering of X refining U .
(ii) Every cyclic covering V of X admits a special coveringW of X such that V |W B {V∩W ↪→
W | (V ↪→ X) ∈ V } is strongly cyclic for any (W ↪→ X) ∈ W .
(iii) Every strongly cyclic covering W of X admits a special covering of X refining W .
This is a counter part of [BGR] Lemma 8.2.2/2, Lemma 8.2.2/3, and Lemma 8.2.2/4 for an
adic space, and the following is just imitating the proofs of them.
Proof. Let U = {U1, . . . ,Un ↪→ X} be a rational covering. Take an mi ∈ N\{0}, an fi,0 ∈ A ., and
fi = ( fi,1, . . . , fi,mi) ∈ (A .)n with
∑mi
j=1A
. fi, j = A . and Ui = X( f −1i,0 fi) for each i ∈ N ∩ [1, n].
For each J = (J1, . . . , Jn) ∈ Nn ∩∏ni=1[0,mi], put fJ B ∏ni=1 fi,Ji ∈ A . and set VJ B {x ∈ X |
| fJ′(x)| ≤ | fJ(x)|, ∀J′ ∈ Nn ∩∏ni=1[0,mi]}. Then V B {VJ | J ∈ Nn ∩∏ni=1[0,mi]} is a cyclic
covering refining U .
Let V be a cyclic covering of X. Replacing V by a rational refinement {V1, . . . ,Vn ↪→ X}
obtained by adding suitable rational domains of X to V , we may assume that there is a g =
(g1, . . . , gn) ∈ (A .)n such that ∑nj=1A .g j = A . and V j = X(g−1j g) for each j ∈ N ∩ [1, n]. Let
j ∈ N ∩ [1, n]. Denote by A j the affinoid ring over A corresponding to V j. The image of g j
is invertible in A .j = H
0(V j,OX). Set R j B ‖g−1j ‖−1A j > 0. Put R B min j∈N∩[1,n] R j > 0. Since
the valuation of k is non-trivial, there is a c ∈ k× with |c| < R. For each F ⊂ N ∩ [1, n], set
WF B {x ∈ X | |(c−1g j)(x)| ≤ 1, ∀ j ∈ F} ∩ {x ∈ X | |(c−1g j)(x)| ≥ 1, ∀ j ∈ S \F}. We have
WN∩[1,n] ∩ X1 = ∅ by the choice of c, and the f-adic ring H0(WN∩[1,n],OX) is 0 by Proposition 2.4
and [Ber] 1.2.1 Theorem. Therefore WN∩[1,n] = ∅, and W B {WF | F ( N ∩ [1, n]} is a rational
covering. For each ( j, F) ∈ S B (N ∩ [1, n]) × (2N∩[1,n]\{N ∩ [1, n]}), we set V j,F B V j ∩ WF .
Put S B {( j, F) ∈ S | j < F}. For any ( j, F) ∈ S \S , we get V j,F = ∅. It implies that
V W B {V j,F | ( j, F) ∈ S } is a rational covering refining V . For any ( j, F) ∈ S , the image of f j is
invertible in H0(WF ,OX), and we have V j,F = {x ∈ WF | |( f −1j f j′)(x)| ≤ 1, ∀ j′ ∈ (N ∩ [1, n])\F} as
a rational domain of WF . In particular, for any F ( N∩ [1, n], V |WF B {V j,F | ( j, F) ∈ S } ⊂ V W
is a strongly cyclic covering.
Let W is a strongly cyclic covering of X. Replacing W by a rational refinement {W1, . . . ,Wn
↪→ X} obtained by adding suitable rational domains of X to W , we may assume that there is
an h = (h1, . . . , hn) ∈ ((A .)×)n such that Wl = X(h−1l h) for each l ∈ N ∩ [1, n]. Denote by
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T ⊂ (N ∩ [1, n]) × 2N∩[1,n] the subset of elements (l, σ) with l < σ. For each (l, σ) ∈ T , put
Wl,σ B {x ∈ Wl | |hl(x)| ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ σ} ∩ {x ∈ Wl | |h−1l (x)| ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ (N ∩ [1, n])\σ}. Then for each
l ∈ N ∩ [1, n], {Wl,σ ↪→ Wl | (l, σ) ∈ T } is a special covering, and {Wl,σ ↪→ X | (l, σ) ∈ T } is a
special covering refining W . 
3 Uniformity of Berkovich Spectra
We construct a uniform Banach k-algebra whose certain rational localisation is not uniform in
§3.1. We also give several affirmative results for a rational localisation of a Berkovich spectrum
in §3.2.
3.1 Negative Facts
We give an example of a rational localisation which does not preserve the uniformity. Take a
monotonously increasing sequence (a1, . . .) ∈ [1,∞) with a1 = 1, limi→∞ ai = ∞, and limi→∞(i +
1)−1ai+1 = 0. Put a0 B 1. Let r ∈ (0,∞). We denote by k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N} ⊂ k{r−1X,U}
the closure of the k-subalgebra generated by {U iXai | i ∈ N}. Since k{r−1X,U} is uniform, so is
k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}.
Theorem 3.1. The Banach k-algebra k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X} is not a Banach function algebra
over k.
Proof. Put A B k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N} B B A {X}. To begin with, we show that the natu-
ral inclusion ι : A ↪→ k{r−1X,U} ↪→ k{U}[[X]] is extended to a unique continuous k-algebra
homomorphism ι{X} : B ↪→ k{U}[[X]] with respect to the inverse limit topology of k{U}[[X]].
The inclusion ι is continuous because it is the restriction of the natural inclusion k{r−1X,U} ↪→
k{U}[[X]] given through the isometric isomorphism k{r−1X,U}  k{U}{r−1X}. The k-algebra
homomorphism A [T ] → k{U}[[X]] extending ι and sending T to X uniquely extends to a con-
tinuous homomorphism ι˜ : A {T } → k{U}[[X]] because X is a topologically nilpotent element
and k{U}[[X]] is a Fre´chet k-algebra. Its kernel contains the principal ideal (T − X), and hence
it induces a continuous k-algebra homomorphism ι {X} : B → k{U}[[X]] because ι˜ is contin-
uous and k{U}[[X]] is Hausdorff. Put b0 B a0 − 1 = 0 and bi = ai for each i ∈ N. Let
f =
∑∞
h=0
∑∞
i=0
∑∞
j=bi fh,i, jU
iX jT h ∈ ker(˜ι). Since limh+i+ j→∞ | fh,i, j|r j = 0, the infinite sum∑∞
i=0
∑∞
l=bi
∑l
j=bi fl− j,i, jU
iX jT l− j also converges to f . Therefore by the continuity of ι˜, we have∑∞
i=0
∑∞
l=bi
∑l
j=bi fl− j,i, jU
iXl = ι˜( f ) = 0. Comparing the coefficients of both sides, we obtain
0 =
∑l
j=bi fl− j,i, j for any i, l ∈ N with l ≥ bi. In particular, f0,i,bi = 0 for any i ∈ N. Set g B
−∑∞h=0 ∑∞i=0 ∑∞j=bi ∑hm=0 fh−m,i, j+m+1U iX jT h ∈ k[[U, X,T ]]. The equality limh+i+ j→∞ | fh,i, j|r j = 0
implies limh→∞ supi∈N sup j≥bi | −
∑h
m=0 fh−m,i, j+m+1|r j = 0 because r > 1, and hence g lies in
A {T }. We have
(T − X)g
=
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi
f0,i, j+1U iX j+1 −
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
h−1∑
m=0
fh−1−m,i,bi+m+1T (U
iXbiT h−1)
+
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
− h−1∑
m=0
fh−1−m,i, j+m+1 +
h∑
m=0
fh−m,i, j+m
 U iX jT h
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=∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
f0,i, jU iX j −
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
h−1∑
m=0
fh−1−m,i,bi+m+1U
iXbiT h +
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
fh,i, jU iX jT h
=
∞∑
i=0
0 + ∞∑
j=bi+1
f0,i, jU iX j
 + ∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
0 − h−1∑
m=0
fh−1−m,i,bi+m+1
 U iXbiT h
+
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
fh,i, jU iX jT h
=
∞∑
i=0
 f0,i,biU iXbi + ∞∑
j=bi+1
f0,i, jU iX j

+
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
bi+h∑
j=bi
fbi+h− j,i, j −
h−1∑
m=0
fh−1−m,i,bi+m+1
 U iXbiT h + ∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
fh,i, jU iX jT h
=
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi
f0,i, jU iX j +
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
fh,i,biU
iXbiT h +
∞∑
h=1
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
fh,i, jU iX jT h
=
∞∑
h=0
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi
fh,i, jU iX jT h = f .
Therefore f ∈ (T − X). We obtain ker(˜ι) = (T − X), and hence ι{X} is injective.
Since the image of k[U iXai | i ∈ N] is dense in B, the image of ι{X} is contained in
the closed k-subalgebra B B {F = ∑∞i=0 ∑∞j=0 Fi, jU iX j ∈ k{U}[[X]] | Fi, j = 0, ∀ j < bi}.
Denote by ϕ : A → B the canonical bounded homomorphism. We verify ‖ϕ(U iX j)‖B =
rbi for any i, j ∈ N with j ≥ bi. Let i0, j0 ∈ N with j0 ≥ bi0 . We have ‖ϕ(U i0 X j0)‖B ≤
‖ϕ(X j0−bi0 )‖B‖ϕ(U i0 Xbi0 )‖B ≤ rbi0 . Assume ‖ϕ(U i0 X j0)‖B < rbi0 . Then there are an F ∈ A {T }
and a G ∈ A {T }(rbi0−) such that U i0 X j0 = (T − X)F + G. Set F B ∑∞h=0 ∑∞i=0 ∑∞j=bi Fh,i, jU iX jT h
and G B
∑∞
h=0
∑∞
i=0
∑∞
j=bi Gh,i, jU
iX jT h. We have
U i0 X j0 = −X
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi
F0,i, jU iX j +
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi
G0,i, jU iX j
=
∞∑
i=0
G0,i,biU iXbi + ∞∑
j=bi+1
(−F0,i, j−1 + G0,i, j)U iX j
 (1)
and
0 =
∞∑
i=0
Fh−1,i, jU iXbi +
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
(Fh−1,i, j − Fh,i, j−1)U iX j +
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi
Gh,i, jU iX j
=
∞∑
i=0
(Fh−1,i,bi + Gh,i,bi)U
iXbi +
∞∑
i=0
∞∑
j=bi+1
(Fh−1,i, j − Fh,i, j−1 + Gh,i, j)U iX j (2)
for any h ∈ N\{0}. Assume j0 = bi0 . Comparing the coefficients of the equality (1) through
the inclusion ι{X}, we obtain G0,i0,bi0 = 1. It contradicts the inequality ‖G0,i0,bi0 U i0 Xbi0 ‖A ≤
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‖G‖A {T } < ‖U i0 Xbi0 ‖A rbi0 . Therefore we get j0 > bi0 . Comparing the coefficients of both sides of
the equalities (1) and (2), we obtain G0,i,bi = 0 for any i ∈ N, F0,i0, j0−1+1 = G0,i0, j0 , F0,i, j−1 = G0,i, j
for any i, j ∈ N with (i, j) , (i0, j0) and j ≥ bi + 1, Fh−1,i,bi + Gh,i,bi = 0 for any h, i, j ∈ N with
h ≥ 1, and Fh−1,i, j − Fh,i, j−1 + Gh,i, j = 0 for any h, i, j ∈ N with h ≥ 1 and j ≥ bi + 1. We have
|Gh,i0, j0 | = ‖Gh,i0, j0U i0 X j0T h‖A {T }r− j0 ≤ ‖G‖A {T }r− j0 < r−( j0−b0) < 1 for any h ∈ N, |F0,i0, j0−1| =
|G0,i0, j0 − 1| = 1, and |Fh,i0, j0−1| = |Fh−1,i0, j0 + Gh,i0, j0 | = 1 for any h ∈ N\{0} by induction on h. It
contradicts the fact limh→∞ sup∞i=0 sup
∞
j=bi
|Fh,i, j|r j = 0. We obtain ‖ϕ(U i0 X j0)‖B = rbi0 , and hence
limn→∞ ‖ϕ(UX)n‖1/nB = limn→∞ rbn/n = rlimn→∞ bn/n = 1. Thus the set {‖ f ‖−1B ρB( f ) | f ∈ B\{0}} is
unbounded in [0,∞), and ‖ · ‖B is not equivalent to ρB as seminorms. We conclude thatB is not
a Banach function algebra over k. 
Corollary 3.2. The uniform Banach k-algebra k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N} is not sheafy.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have ‖ϕ(UX)n‖k{r−ai U iXai |i∈N}{X} = rbn for any n ∈ N, while
the norm of the image of (UX)n in k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X,UX} is smaller than or equal to 1. Thus
the set‖ f ‖k{r−ai U iXai | i∈N}{X,UX}‖ f ‖k{r−ai U iXai |i∈N}{X}
∣∣∣∣∣∣ f ∈ k {r−aiU iXai ∣∣∣ i ∈ N} , ‖ f ‖k{r−ai U iXai | i∈N}{X} > 0

is unbounded in [0,∞), and k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X} and k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X,UX} are not
isomorphic to each other over k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}, while they correspond to the same rational
domain ofM (k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}). 
3.2 Affirmative Facts
Definition 3.3. A Banach k-algebra A is said to be a strongly Banach function algebra over k if
for any n ∈ N\{0} and f ∈ A n, A { f } is a Banach function algebra over k.
For each (m, l) ∈ N × N, we set Plm B ({1,−1}m)l. We denote by Qlm ⊂ Plm the subset of
elements (σ1, . . . , σl) with σ1(m) = · · · = σl(m). We put
A
{
f Σ
}
B A
{
fσ1(1)1 , . . . , f
σ1(n)
n , f
σ2(1)
1 , . . . , f
σ2(n)
n , . . . , f
σl(1)
1 , . . . , f
σl(n)
n
}
〈Σ, 1〉 B ((σ1, 1), . . . , (σl, 1)) ∈ Qln+1
〈Σ,−1〉 B ((σ1,−1), . . . , (σl,−1)) ∈ Qln+1
〈Σ,±1〉 B ((Σ, 1), (Σ,−1)) ∈ P2ln+1
for each Banach k-algebra A , n ∈ N\{0}, f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ (A ×)n, l ∈ N ∩ [1, n], and Σ =
(σ1, . . . , σl) ∈ Pln
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a strongly Banach function algebra over k. For any n ∈ N\{0} and
f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ (A ×)n, the Cˇech complex
0→ A →
∏
σ∈P1n
A
{
f Σ
}
→
∏
Σ∈P2n
A
{
f Σ
}
→ · · · →
∏
Σ∈P2nn
A
{
f Σ
}
→ 0
is an admissible exact sequence.
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Proof. In the case n = 1, the assertion directly follows from Corollary 2.20. Let m ∈ N\{0}.
Suppose that and the assertion holds for any n ∈ N\{0} with n ≤ m. We prove the assertion in the
case n = m+1. Put g B ( f1, . . . , fm) ∈ (A ×)m and h B fm+1. Consider the following commutative
diagram D:
0 0 0y y y
0 −−−−−→ A −−−−−→
∏
s∈{1,−1}
A
{
hs
} −−−−−→ A {h, h−1} −−−−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−−−→
∏
Σ∈P1m
A
{
gΣ
}
−−−−−→
∏
Σ∈Q1m+1
A
{
f Σ
}
−−−−−→
∏
Σ∈P1m
A
{
f 〈Σ,±1〉
}
−−−−−→ 0
y y y
...
...
...y y y
0 −−−−−→
∏
Σ∈P2mm
A
{
gΣ
}
−−−−−→
∏
Σ∈Q2mm+1
A
{
f Σ
}
−−−−−→
∏
Σ∈P2mm
A
{
f 〈Σ,±1〉
}
−−−−−→ 0
y y y
0 0 0 .
Since A is a strongly Banach function algebra over k, each Banach algebra appearing in com-
ponents of the diagram is a Banach function algebra. By Lemma 2.21, we have A {gΣ}{hs} is
isometrically isomorphic to A { f 〈Σ,s〉} for any l ∈ N\{0} and (Σ, s) ∈ Plm × {1,−1}. Therefore the
central column (resp. the right column) is obtained by applying the Weierstrass localisations {h}
and {h−1} (resp. {h, h−1}) to each Banach k-algebra appearing in components of the left column.
It implies that each row is an admissible exact sequence by Corollary 2.20. By the commutativ-
ity of Weierstrass localisations, the central column (resp. the right column) is the Cˇech complex
with respect to the Weierstrass covering of Mk(A {h} × A {h−1}) (resp. Mk(A {h, h−1})) associ-
ated to f1, . . . , fm, f −11 , . . . , f
−1
m . Therefore each column is an admissible exact sequence by the
induction hypothesis. The total complex T(D) of the diagram is naturally isometrically isomor-
phic to the Cˇech complex C with respect to the Weierstrass covering of Mk(A ) associated to
f1, . . . , fm+1, f −11 , . . . , f
−1
m+1. Thus the exactness of each row and each column of D guarantees
the exactness of C, and it is admissible by Banach’s open mapping theorem ([Bou] Theorem
I.3.3/1). 
Definition 3.5. LetA be a Banach k-algebra. An a ∈ A is said to be quasi-nilpotent if ρA (a) = 0,
and A is said to be spectrally reduced if no non-zero element of A is quasi-nilpotent.
A Banach k-algebra is spectrally reduced if and only if the Gel’fand transform ([Ber] 1.2.2
Remarks (i)) of A on the Berkovich spectrum is injective.
Definition 3.6. A Banach k-algebra is said to be a Banach field over k if its underlying k-algebra
is a field.
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Banach fields appear when we consider the Banach k-algebra of sections on a closed subset
of the Berkovich spectrum associated to a Banach k-algebra topologically of finite type.
Theorem 3.7. Let A be a uniform Banach field over k. For any a ∈ A , A {a} is spectrally
reduced. Moreover, if the image of the map A × → [0,∞), b 7→ ‖b‖A ‖b−1‖A is bounded, then
A {a} is a Banach field over k and the image of the map A {a}× → [0,∞), b 7→ ‖b‖A {a}‖b−1‖A {a}
is bounded.
Proof. SinceA is uniform,A is spectrally reduced. If ‖a‖A ≤ 1, thenA {a}  A . Therefore we
may assume ‖a‖A > 1. In particular, a , 0 and hence a ∈ A ×. If A {a} = 0, then the assertion
obviously holds. Suppose that A {a} , 0. Then Lemma 2.13 guarantees ‖a−1‖A ≥ 1, because
the uniformity of A and [Ber] 1.3.1 Theorem imply ‖a−1‖A = ρA (a−1) = supx∈M (A ) |a(x)|.
Let n ∈ A {a} be quasi-nilpotent. We verify n = 0. Take a lift f = ∑∞i=0 fiT i ∈ A {T } of n
with respect to the canonical projection A {T }  A {a}, and assume f , 0. Since A {a} , 0,
M (A {a}) , ∅ by [Ber] 1.2.1 Theorem. Take an x ∈M (A {a}) M (A ){a}. Since n is a quasi-
nilpotent, n(x) = 0 ∈ κ(x), and hence f (x) = ∑i=0 fi(x)T i ∈ κ(x){T }(T − a(x)). The canonical
homomorphismA → κ(x) is injective with dense image becauseA is a field. Therefore f (x) , 0.
Take a unique gx =
∑∞
i=0 gx,iT
i ∈ κ(x){T } with (T − a(x))gx = f (x). We prove that gx lies in
the image of A {T }. By the inequality (T − a(x))gx = f (x), we have −a(x)gx,0 = f0(x) and
gx,i − a(x)gx,i+1 = fi+1(x) for any i ∈ N. Since |a(x)| = |a−1(x)|−1 ≥ ‖a−1‖−1A > 0, a(x) , 0 ∈ κ(x)
and hence these equalities guarantee that gx,i lies in the image of A for any i ∈ N. Let gi ∈ A
denote a unique element with gi(x) = gx,i for each i ∈ N. Set g B ∑∞i=0 giT i ∈ A [[T ]]. Since
(T − a(x))g(x) = (T − a(x))gx = f (x) ∈ κ(x){T } ⊂ κ(x)[[T ]], we have (T − a)g = f ∈ A [[T ]]
by the injectivity of A → κ(x). It implies that fi+1 = gi − agi+1 and gi = −∑ij=0 a− j−1 fi− j for
any i ∈ N. We obtain that gcoincides with −∑∞i=0(∑ij=0 a− j−1 fi− j)T i, and hence is independent of
x ∈ M (A {a}). In particular, g satisfies (T − a(y))g(y) = f (y) ∈ κ(y){T } for any y ∈ M (A ){a}.
Moreover, we have T − a = −a(1 − a−1T ) ∈ A ×(1 + A [[T ]]T ) ⊂ A [[T ]]×, and hence g =
(T − a)−1 f ∈ A [[T ]].
Let  > 0. We show that there is an N ∈ N such that ‖gi‖A {a} <  for any i ≥ N. Since
f ∈ A {T }, there is an N ∈ N such that ‖ fi‖A <  for any i ≥ N. Assume that there is an
i ≥ N such that ‖gi‖A {a} ≥ . By the uniformity of A , there is a y ∈ M (A ){a} such that
|gi(y)| ≥ . By the inequalities |a(y)| ≤ 1 and | fi+1(y)| ≤ ‖ fi+1‖A <  ≤ |gi(y)|, we have |gi+1(y)| =
|a(y)|−1|(agi+1)(y)| = |a(y)|−1|(gi − fi+1)(y)| ≥ . Therefore limn→∞|gi(y)| ≥ . It contradicts the
fact that g(y) = gy ∈ κ(y){T }. Thus ‖gi‖A {a} <  for any i ≥ N. It implies that limi→∞ ‖gi‖A {a} = 0
and the image of g in A {a}[[T ]] lies in A {a}{T }. In particular, the image of f = (T − a)g in
A {a}{T } lies in (T − a)A {a}{T }. Since the canonical projection A {T }  A {a} coincides with
the composite of the rational localisation A {T } → A {a}{T } of coefficients and the evaluation
A {a}{T }  A {a} : T 7→ a, the image n of f in A {a} is 0. We conclude that A {a} is spectrally
reduced.
Suppose that the image of the map A × → [0,∞), b 7→ ‖b‖A ‖b−1‖A is bounded. Set C B
supb∈A × ‖b‖A ‖b−1‖A . For any b ∈ A {a}× lying in the image of A , we have ‖b‖A {a}‖b−1A {a}‖ ≤ C
because the canonical homomorphism A → A {a} is submetric by the definition of ‖ · ‖A {a}. Let
b ∈ A {a}\{0}. Since the image of A is dense in A {a}, there is a sequence (bi)i∈N ∈ A {a}N
such that each bi lies in the image of A and limi→∞ bi = b. Since b , 0 and A {a}\{0} ⊂
A {a} is open, we may assume bi , 0 for any i ∈ N. Since the underlying k-algebra of A
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is a field, bi ∈ A {a}× for any i ∈ N. Let  > 0. Since limi→∞ bi = b, there is an N ∈ N
such that ‖b − bi‖A {a} < min{‖b‖A {a}, } for any i ≥ N. Therefore we have ‖b−1i − b−1j ‖A {a} ≤
‖b j − bi‖A {a}‖b−1i ‖A {a}‖b−1j ‖A {a} ≤ ‖b j − bi‖A {a}(C‖bi‖−1A {a})(C‖b j‖−1A {a}) < C2‖b‖−2A {a} for any
i, j ≥ N. It implies that (b−1i )i∈N converges, and the limit is the inverse of b by the continuity
of the multiplication. In particular, b ∈ A {a}×. Therefore A {a} is a Banach filed over k. The
inverse (·)−1 : A {a}× → A {a}× is continuous by [BGR] Proposition 1.2.4/4, and hence the map
A {a}× → [0,∞), b 7→ ‖b‖A {a}‖b−1‖A {a} is continuous. Since the image of A is dense in A {a},
we obtain supb∈A {a}× ‖b‖A {a}‖b−1‖A {a} ≤ C. 
For a topological space X, we denote by Cbd(X, k) the uniform Banach k-algebra of bounded
continuous k-valued functions on X endowed with the supremum norm ‖ · ‖Cbd(X,k) on X. The
evaluation X × Cbd(X, k) → k : (x, f ) 7→ f (x) induces a continuous map ιX : X → M (Cbd(X, k)).
If X is compact, then then Cbd(X, k) coincides with the k-algebra of continuous k-valued functions
on X, and ιX is surjective by Gel’fand–Naimark theorem ([Ber] 9.2.5 Theorem (i)). If X is zero-
dimensional and Hausdorff, then ιX is injective by the argument after [Mih] Proposition 1.7. For
a clopen subset U ⊂ X, the characteristic function 1U : X → k of U gives a rational domain
M (Cbd(N, k)){1U}. The preimage of M (Cbd(N, k)){1U} by ιX coincides with U ⊂ X by the
definition of ιX . We remark that a rational domain of M (Cbd(X, k)) seems not to correspond
to a clopen subset of X in general even if X is zero-dimensional and Hausdorff. There can be
monstrously many points inM (Cbd(X, k)) which are not k-rational when X is not compact and k
is not a local field, i.e. a complete discrete valuation field with finite residue field. For more detail,
see [Mih] Theorem 4.12.
Definition 3.8. A Banach k-algebra A is said to be spectral if M (A )(k) , ∅ and the equality
‖a‖A = supx∈M (A )(k) |a(x)| holds for any a ∈ A .
Every spectral Banach k-algebra is uniform, and is canonically isometrically isomorphic to a
closed k-subalgebra of the Banach k-algebra Cbd(M (A )(k), k) through the Gel’fand transform on
M (A )(k).
Theorem 3.9. If k is a local field, then every spectral k-algebra is sheafy.
Proof. Let A be a spectral k-algebra. Since A is spectral, the image of the Gel’fand transform
A ↪→ Cbd(M (A )(k), k) separates points, i.e. for any distinct points x, y ∈M (A )(k), there is an
f ∈ A such that f (x) , f (y) as elements of k. By [Mih] Theorem 4.19, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between closed k-subalgebras of Cbd(M (A )(k), k) separating points and totally
disconnected Hausdorff quotients of M (Cbd(M (A )(k), k)) which is faithful under M (A )(k) in
the sense of [Mih] Definition 4.18. In particular, A is canonically isometrically isomorphic
to Cbd(X, k) for a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space X. Therefore we may assume
A = Cbd(X, k) for a compact space X without loss of generality. Each x ∈ X corresponds to
a point of M (Cbd(X, k)) by the evaluation at x. This correspondence gives a continuous map
ιX : X → M (Cbd(X, k)). Since X is a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space, the natural
map X → M (Cbd(X, k)) is a homeomorphism by Gel’fand–Naimark theorem ([Ber] Theorem
9.2.5 (i)).
Let U ⊂ M (Cbd(X, k)) be a rational domain. Take generators f0, f1, . . . , fn of the principal
ideal (1) with U = {x ∈ M (Cbd(X, k)) | | fi(x)| ≤ | f0(x)|, ∀i ∈ N ∩ [1, n]}. Since k is zero-
dimensional, the subset U ∩ X B {x ∈ X | | fi(x)| ≤ | f0(x)|, ∀i ∈ N ∩ [1, n]} is clopen. Therefore
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U ⊂ M (Cbd(X, k)) is clopen because it is the image of U ∩ X by ιX . Let e ∈ Cbd(X, k) be the
characteristic function of U ∩ X. Since 1 − e vanishes at every point of U, 1 − e is contained
in the kernel of the canonical bounded homomorphism Cbd(X, k) → Cbd(X, k){ f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn}.
Let f ∈ Cbd(X, k). Since ιX |U∩X : U ∩ X → U is surjective, we have ‖ fU‖Cbd(X,k){ f −10 f1,..., f −10 fn} ≥‖ f |U∩X‖Cbd(U∩X,k). On the other hand, we have ‖ fU‖Cbd(X,k){ f −10 f1,..., f −10 fn} ≤ ‖ f |U∩X‖Cbd(U∩X,k) by‖(1 − e) f ‖M (Cbd(X,k)) = ‖ f |U∩X‖M (Cbd(U∩X,k)). Thus ‖ fU‖Cbd(X,k){ f −10 f1,..., f −10 fn} = ‖ f |U∩X‖Cbd(U∩X,k).
Since U ∩ X ⊂ X is clopen, the restriction (·)|U∩X : Cbd(X, k) → Cbd(U ∩ X, k) is surjective.
Therefore by the argument above, Cbd(X, k){ f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn} and Cbd(U ∩X, k) are isometrically
isomorphic to each other. In particular, the isomorphism class of Cbd(X, k){ f −10 f1, . . . , f −10 fn}
is independent of the presentation (n, ( f0, f1, . . . , fn)) of U, and the structure presheaf OCbd(X,k)
on the Grothendieck topology generated by rational domains on M (Cbd(X, k)) is well-defined.
Moreover, OCbd(X,k) is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf of bounded continuous functions. We
conclude that A = Cbd(X, k) is sheafy. 
4 Uniformity of Adic Spectra
We verify that the example in §3.1 yields examples of uniform affinoid rings whose rational
localisations are not uniform in §4.1. We verify that one of them is an example of a non-sheafy
uniform affinoid ring. Instead, we give a sufficient condition for the sheaf property stronger than
the uniformity in §4.2. We remark that we always assume that the underlying f-adic ring of an
affinoid ring is a complete Tate ring.
4.1 Negative Facts
We give an example of strongly uniform affinoid ring such that its rational localisation is not
uniform. The existence of such an example implies that the uniformisation of the affinoid algebra
associated to a Banach k-algebra given in [Ber] §1.3. (the strong uniformisation of a uniform
affinoid ring given in Proposition 2.11) does not induce a uniformisation (strong uniformisation)
of the adic spectrum.
Theorem 4.1. Let r ∈ (1,∞). Following the notation in §3.1, set Y B Spa(k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}ad)
and V B {x ∈ Y | |X(x)| ≤ 1}. The rational localisation (OY (V),O+Y (V)) is not a uniform affinoid
ring over kad.
Proof. By Proposition 2.16, OY (V) is isomorphic to the underlying topological k-algebra of
k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X}. Therefore (OY (V),O+Y (V)) is not uniform by Theorem 3.1 and Propo-
sition 2.6, because any complete norm on the underlying topological k-algebra of a Banach k-
algebra which gives its original topology is equivalent to its original norm by Banach’s open
mapping theorem ([Bou], Theorem I.3.3/1). 
We remark that the direct analogue of Corollary 3.2 does not hold for the adic spectrum
because the structure presheaf on an adic spectrum is well-defined by the universality of rational
domains. Indeed, the rational domain V ′ B {x ∈ Y | |X(x)| ≤ 1, |(UX)(x)| ≤ 1} does not
coincides with V unlike the corresponding rational domains of the Berkovich spectrum. Indeed,
since UX ∈ (OY (V)◦)ac\OY (V)◦, there is an x ∈ V such that |(UX)(x)| > 1 by Lemma 1.9. They
share points of height 1, but V possesses more points of general height than V ′. This example
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does not seem to be so pathological, and hence we do not know whether it is sheafy or not. Using
it, we construct a more pathological example.
Let (Ai)i∈I be a family of Banach k-algebras. There is an isometric homomorphism∏
i∈I
Ai
 {T } ↪→ ∏
i∈I
(Ai {T })
∞∑
h=0
(ah,i)i∈IT h 7→
 ∞∑
h=0
ah,iT h

i∈I
,
which is not surjective unless Ai  0 for all but finitely many i ∈ I. We identify the domain with
the image. For an (ai)i∈I ∈ ∏i∈I Ai, it induces a bounded homomorphism (∏i∈I Ai){(ai)i∈I} →∏
i∈I(Ai {ai}), which is submetric by the definition of the quotient norms. We remark that if Ai is
uniform for any i ∈ I, the direct product ∏i∈I(Ai{T })→∏i∈I(Ai{ai}) of the canonical projections
is surjective. Indeed, let ( fi)i∈I ∈ ∏i∈I Ai{ai} and  > 0. By the definition of the quotient norms,
for any i ∈ I, there exists a lift Fi ∈ Ai{T } of fi such that ‖Fi‖Ai{T } ≤ ‖ fi‖Ai{ai} + . We have
supi∈I ‖Fi‖Ai{T } ≤ supi∈I ‖ fi‖Ai{ai} +  = ‖( fi)i∈I‖∏i∈I Ai{ai} + . Therefore the sequence (Fi)i∈I lies
in
∏
i∈I Ai{T }, and is a lift of ( fi)i∈I .
Lemma 4.2. Let (Ai)i∈I be a family of Banach k-algebras, and (ai)i∈I ∈ ∏i∈I Ai a sequence
satisfying that there is a C > 1 such that for any i ∈ I and fi ∈ Ai, the inequality ‖ai fi‖ ≥
C‖ fi‖ holds. Then the canonical bounded homomorphism (∏i∈I Ai){(ai)i∈I} →∏i∈I(Ai{ai}) is an
isometry, and in particular, is injective.
Proof. Let ϕ denote the canonical embedding (
∏
i∈I Ai){T } ↪→ ∏i∈I(Ai{T }), and ϕ the induced
homomorphism (
∏
i∈I Ai){(ai)i∈I} → ∏i∈I(Ai{ai}). Let f ∈ (∏i∈I Ai){T }, and take a lift F =∑
h=0 FhT h ∈ (∏i∈I Ai){T } of f . We prove ‖ f ‖(∏i∈I Ai){T } = ‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}). Since ϕ is sub-
metric, we have ‖F‖(∏i∈I Ai){T } ≥ ‖ f ‖(∏i∈I Ai){(ai)i∈I } ≥ ‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}). Therefore in order to ver-
ify ‖ f ‖(∏i∈I Ai){(ai)i∈I } = ‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}), we may assume ‖F‖(∏i∈I Ai){T } > ‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}). Put
Fh = (Fh,i)i∈I ∈ ∏i∈I Ai for each h ∈ N. Since the composite of ϕ and the canonical pro-
jection
∏
i∈I(Ai{T })  ∏i∈I(Ai{ai}) coincides with the composite of the canonical projection
(
∏
i∈I Ai){T }  (∏i∈I Ai){(ai)i∈I} and ϕ, the image fi ∈ Ai{ai} of ∑∞h=0 Fh,iT h ∈ Ai{T } satisfies
‖ fi‖Ai{ai} ≤ ‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}) for any i ∈ I.
Let  > 0. For each i ∈ I, there is a Gi ∈ Ai{T } with ‖(T − ai)Gi − ∑∞h=0 Fh,iT h‖Ai{T } <
‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}) +  by ‖ fi‖Ai{ai} ≤ ‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}). We obtain ‖Gi‖Ai{T } ≤ ‖(T − ai)Gi‖Ai{T } ≤
max{‖ϕ( f )‖∏i∈I (Ai{ai}) + , ‖F‖(∏i∈I Ai){T }} by ‖∑∞h=0 Fi,hT h‖Ai{T } ≤ ‖F‖(∏i∈I Ai){T }, and hence G B
(Gi)i∈I lies in
∏
i∈I(Ai{T }). We verify that G lies in the image of ϕ. Put Gi = ∏∞h=0 Gi,hT h for
each i ∈ I. We have R B limh→∞ supi∈I ‖Gi,h‖Ai ≤ ‖G‖∏i∈I (Ai{T }) < ∞. Assume R > 0. Since
F ∈ (∏i∈I Ai){T }, there is an h0 ∈ N such that ‖Fh‖∏i∈I Ai < R for any h ≥ h0. By the definition of
R, for any h1 ∈ N\{0}, there is an (h, i0) ∈ N × I such that h ≥ h0 + h1 and ‖Gi0,h‖ ≥ R. Then we
have ∥∥∥Gi0,h0+h1−1 − ai0Gi0,h0+h1∥∥∥Ai0 ≤ ∥∥∥∥(Gi,h0+h1−1 − aiGi+h0+h1)∏i∈I Ai∥∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥Fh0+h1∥∥∥∏i∈I Ai < R∥∥∥ai0Gi0,h0+h1∥∥∥Ai0 ≥ C ∥∥∥Gi0,h0+h1∥∥∥Ai0 ≥ CR,
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and hence ‖Gi0,h0+h1−1‖Ai0 ≥ CR > R. Therefore we obtain ‖Gi0,h0+h1−h‖Ai0 ≥ ChR > R by
induction on h for any h ∈ N ∩ [0, h1], and hence ‖G‖(∏i∈I Ai){T } ≥ ‖Gi0,h0‖Ai0 ≥ Ch1R. Since
limh1→∞Ch1R = ∞, it is a contradiction. We get R = 0. It implies that limh→∞ ‖(Gi,h)i∈I‖∏i∈I Ai =
limh→∞ supi∈I ‖Gi,h‖Ai = 0, and hence G lies in the image of ϕ. We conclude that
‖ f ‖(∏i∈I Ai){(ai)i∈I } ≤ ‖F − (T − (ai)i∈I)G‖(∏i∈I Ai){T }
= sup
i∈I
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
 ∞∏
h=0
Fi,hT h
 − (T − ai)Gi
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Ai{T }
< ‖ϕ( f )‖∏
i∈I (Ai{ai}) + 
→+0−→ ‖ϕ( f )‖∏
i∈I (Ai{ai}) ,
and thus ϕ is an isometry. 
We denote by Cbd(N,R) the R-algebra of bounded R-valued sequence.
Lemma 4.3. Let r ∈ Cbd(N,R) with r(N) ⊂ (1,∞). Then the canonical homomorphism∏
n∈N
k
{
r(n)−aiU iXai
∣∣∣ i ∈ N} {(X)n∈N} →∏
n∈N
(
k
{
r(n)−aiU iXai
∣∣∣ i ∈ N} {X})
is an isometry.
Proof. The given homomorphism is an isometry by Lemma 4.2, because ‖ · ‖k{r(n)−ai U iXai |i∈N} is
multiplicative and ‖X‖k{r(n)−ai U iXai |i∈N} = r > 1. 
Theorem 4.4. Let r ∈ Cbd(N,R) with r(N) ⊂ (1,∞). Set
Y B Spa

∏
n∈N
k
{
r(n)−aiU iXai
∣∣∣ i ∈ N}ad

V B {x ∈ Y | |(X)n∈N(x)| ≤ 1}.
The rational localisation (OY (V),O+Y (V)) is not a uniform affinoid ring over k
ad.
Proof. It immediately follows from Proposition 2.16, Corollary 2.8, and Lemma 4.3 because the
proof of Theorem 4.1 shows (UX)n∈N ∈ (OY (V)◦)ac\OY (V)◦. 
This new example is much more significant than k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X} for study of Tate
acyclicity. For any f ∈ k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X}, the multiplication of T − f ∈ k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈
N}{X}{T } seems to be admissible. Indeed, k{r(n)−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}{X} is isometrically embedded
in the completion K{r−biU i | i ∈ N} ⊂ K[[U]] of K[U] with respect to the norm
‖ · ‖K{r−bi U i | i∈N} : K[U] → [0,∞)
∞∑
i=0
FiU i 7→ sup
i∈N
|Fi|rbi
by the proof of Theorem 4.1, where K/k is the extension of complete valuation fields obtained as
the completion of the fractional field of k{X}with respect to the Gauss norm of radius 1. Therefore
the computation of the admissibility is reduced to that for K{r−biU i | i ∈ N}{T }, which is not so
pathologic. Such an admissibility works well in the calculation of the Cˇech complex for Tate
acyclicity, and hence k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N} could be still sheafy. On the other hand, the same does
not hold for the new example as is shown in the following.
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Proposition 4.5. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). Let pi ∈ Cbd(N, k) be a sequence such that
(|pi(n)|)n∈N ∈ Cbd(N,R) is an increasing sequence converging to 1. Then for any r ∈ (1,∞), the
multiplication of T − (pi(n)UX)n∈N is not an admissible epimorphism on (∏n∈N k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈
N}){(X)n∈N}{T }.
Proof. Put A B k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}. By Lemma 4.3 and the proof of Theorem 3.1, the under-
lying k-algebra of (
∏
n∈NA ){(X)n∈N} is embedded in the underlying k-algebra of ∏n∈N k[[X,U]],
and hence (pi(n)UX)n∈N is not a zero divisor of (
∏
n∈NA ){(X)n∈N}. Let R > 0. Since (|pi(n)|)n∈N
converges to 1, there is an (i0, n0) ∈ N × N such that |pi(n0)|i0rbi0 > R−1. Since ρA (pi(n0)UX) =
|pi(n0)| < 1 by the proof of Theorem 3.1, pi(n0)UX is topologically nilpotent and hence there is an
N > i0 such that ‖(pi(n0)UX)N‖ ≤ 1. Denote by en0 ∈ (
∏
n∈NA ){(X)n∈N} the image of 1 ∈ A {X}
by the zero-extension A {X} ↪→ ∏n∈N(A {X}) outside the n0-th entry. It lies in the image of
(
∏
n∈NA ){X}. Then we have ‖∑N−1i=0 (pi(n0)UX)N−1−ien0T i‖(∏n∈NA ){X}{T } ≥ ‖(pi(n0)UX)i0‖A {X} >
R−1, and hence ∥∥∥∥∥∥∥(T − (pi(n)UX)n∈N)
N−1∑
i=0
(pi(n0)UX)N−1−ien0T
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥(∏n∈NA ){X}{T }
=
∥∥∥en0T N − (pi(n0)UX)Nen0∥∥∥(∏n∈NA ){X}{T } = 1.
It implies that the inverse (T − (pi(n)UX)n∈N)−1 of the bounded bijective k-linear homomorphism
(
∏
n∈N k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}){(X)n∈N}{T } → (T − (pi(n)UX)n∈N) given by the multiplication of
T − (pi(n)UX)n∈N has operator norm greater than R. Thus (T − (pi(n)UX)n∈N)−1 is not bounded,
and hence the multiplication of T − (pi(n)UX)n∈N is not admissible. 
The proof of Proposition 4.5 implies that (pi(n)UX)n∈N is not bounded, while pi(n)UX is topo-
logically nilpotent for any n ∈ N. In other word, topologically nilpotent elements converges to an
almost bounded element in the strong topology. This phenomenon help us to verify that the Cˇech
complex for Tate acyclicity is not exact. Finally we achieve the main result.
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that |k| is dense in [0,∞). For any r ∈ (1,∞), the strongly uniform affinoid
ring (
∏
n∈N k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N})ad over kad is not sheafy.
Proof. Take a pi ∈ Cbd(N, k) such that |pi(N)| ⊂ (√r, 1) and (|pi(n)|)n∈N ∈ Cbd(N,R) is an increasing
sequence converging to 1. Put
A B k{r−aiU iXai | i ∈ N}, X B (X)n∈N ∈ B
B B
∏
n∈NA , UX B (UX)n∈N ∈ B
Π B pi = (pi(n))n∈N ∈ Cbd(N, k) ↪→ Cbd(N,A ) = B.
It suffices to verify that the Cˇech complex
0→ B {X } →
∏
σ∈{±1}
B {X } {(ΠUX )σ}→ B{X }{(ΠUX )±1}
is not exact. Since (|pi(n)|)n∈N is an increasing sequence, so is (supi∈N |pi(n)|irbi)n∈N. Put Rn B
supi∈N |pi(n)|irbi for each n ∈ N. Note that (Rn)n∈N ∈ (1,∞)N because (|pi(n)|)n∈N ∈ (0, 1)N and
(bi)i∈N ∈ O(log i). For each n ∈ N, denote by in ∈ N\{0} the smallest integer such that |pi(n)|inrbin =
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Rn, by ln ∈ N the greatest integer such that |pi(n)|−ln ≤ √Rn, and by Nn ∈ N the smallest integer
such that |pi(n)|NnRn ≤ 1 and |pi(n)|Nnr ≤ 1. Since |pi(n)|2 ≥ |pi(0)|2 > r, ln ≥ 1 for any n ∈ N. Set
F B
pi(n)ln in∑
i=−Nn
(pi(n)UX)in−iT i

n∈N
∈
∏
n∈N
(
k[[U, X,T ]][T−1]
)
.
Since |pi(n)|−1√Rn ≤ |pi(n)|in(pi(n)UX)in ≤ √Rn for any n ∈ N by definition, F does not lie in the
image ofB{X }{T,T−1}. We have
(T − ΠUX )F =
(
pi(n)ln
(
T in+1 − (pi(n)UX)Nn+in+1T−Nn
))
n∈N .
For each n ∈ N, denote by en ∈ B the image of 1 ∈ A by the zero-extension A ↪→ B out-
side the n-th entry. Since |pi(n)|ln ≤ |pi(n)|−1√Rn −1 n→∞−→ 0, (T − ΠUX )F lies in the image of
B{X }{T,T−1}, and as an element ofB{X }{T,T−1}, it is the limit of the sequence(T − ΠUX )F m∑
l=1
el

m∈N
=
 m∑
n=1
pi(n)ln
(
enT in+1 − (pi(n)UX)Nn+in+1enT−Nn
)
m∈N
inB{X }{T,T−1}. Each entry is an element of (T −ΠUX ) ⊂ B{X }{T,T−1} by the computation
in the proof of Theorem 4.5, and hence we have (T −ΠUX )F ∈ (T −ΠUX )ˆ ⊂ B{X }{T,T−1}.
Set G+ B
∑∞
n=0 pi(n)
lnenT in+1 ∈ B{X }{T } and G− B ∑∞n=0 pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)Nn+in+1enT−Nn ∈
B{X }{T−1}. Then G+ − G− = (T − ΠUX )F, and hence G+(ΠUX ) = G−((ΠUX )−1)
as elements of B{X }{(ΠUX )±1}. We verify that G+(ΠUX ) does not lie in the image of
B{X } in B{X }{ΠUX }. Let f = ( fn)n∈N ∈ B{X }, and assume that G+ − f lies in (T −
ΠUX )ˆ ⊂ B{X }{T }. Set F+ B (pi(n)ln ∑ini=0(pi(n)UX)in−iT i)n∈N ∈ ∏n∈N k[[U, X,T ]]. We have
(T −ΠUX )F+ = (pi(n)ln(T in+1−(pi(n)UX)in+1))n∈N = G+−(pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1)n∈N ∈ B{X }{T }.
By G+ − f ∈ (T − ΠUX )ˆ, there is an H = ∑∞h=0(Hh,n)n∈NT h ∈ B{X }{T } with ‖G+ − f − (T −
ΠUX )H‖B{T } < |pi(n)|Nn+lnRn. By ‖pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1)‖A ≥ |pi(n)|ln+1Rn ≥ |pi(n)|
√
Rn
n→∞−→ ∞,
there is an n ∈ N such that ‖pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1)‖A {X} > max{‖ f ‖B{X }, ‖H‖B{X }{T }} and ln > 1.
Set Hn B
∑∞
h=0 Hh,nT
h ∈ A {X}{T }, F+,n B pi(n)ln ∑ini=0(pi(n)UX)in−iT i ∈ A {X}[T ], and Hh,n =∑∞
i=0
∑∞
j=bi Hh,n,i, jU
iX j for each h ∈ N. We obtain∥∥∥pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1 − fn + (T − pi(n)UX)(F+,n − Hn)∥∥∥A {X}{T }
=
∥∥∥pi(n)lnT in+1 − fn − (T − pi(n)UX)Hn∥∥∥A {X}{T }
≤ ‖G+ − f − (T − ΠUX )H‖B{X }{T } < |pi(n)|Nn+ln Rn.
It implies the inequalities∥∥∥1 − Hin,n + pi(n)UXHin+1,n∥∥∥A {X} < |pi(n)|Nn+ln Rn∥∥∥−Hh,n + pi(n)UXHh+1,n∥∥∥A {X} < |pi(n)|Nn+ln Rn∥∥∥pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1 − fn + (pi(n)UX)in+1 − (pi(n)UX)H0,n)∥∥∥A {X} < |pi(n)|Nn+ln Rn
hold for any h ∈ N\{in}. In particular, we get |1 − HNn,n,0,0| ≤ |pi(n)|Nn+lnRn ≤ |pi(n)|ln < 1 and
|HNn,n,0,0| = 1. Considering the coefficient of U iXi in −Hin−i,n +pi(n)UXHin−i+1,n inductively on i ∈
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N∩ [1, in], we obtain ‖(pi(n)UX)in − (UX)in H0,n,in,in‖A {X} < |pi(n)|Nn+lnRn < Rn = ‖(pi(n)UX)in‖A {X}
and ‖(UX)in H0,n,in,in‖A {X} = ‖(pi(n)UX)in‖A {X} = Rn. Therefore we get∥∥∥(pi(n)UX)in+1 − (pi(n)UX)H0,n,in,in)∥∥∥A {X}
≤ ‖pi(h)UX‖A {X}
∥∥∥(pi(n)UX)in − (UX)in H0,n,in,in∥∥∥A {X} < |pi(n)|Nn+ln+1 rRn
≤ |pi(n)|ln+1 Rn = |pi(n)|ln+1
∥∥∥(pi(n)UX)in∥∥∥
A {X} ≤
∥∥∥pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1∥∥∥
A {X}
and hence ∥∥∥pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1 − fn + (pi(n)UX)in+1 − (pi(n)UX)H0,n)∥∥∥A {X}
≥ ∥∥∥pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1∥∥∥
A {X} ≥ |pi(n)|ln+1 Rn
because ‖ fn‖A {X} ≤ ‖ f ‖B <
∥∥∥pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1∥∥∥
A {X}. It contradicts ‖pi(n)ln(pi(n)UX)in+1 − fn +
(pi(n)UX)in+1 − (pi(n)UX)H0,n)‖A {X} < |pi(n)|Nn+lnRn. Thus G+(ΠUX ) does not lie in the image
ofB {X }. We conclude that the sequence
0→ B {X } →
∏
σ∈{±1}
B {X } {(ΠUX )σ}→ B{X }{(ΠUX )±1}
is not exact, andBad is not sheafy. 
4.2 Affirmative Facts
In this subsection, let K denote a topological field whose topology is given by a complete valuation
of height 1. Such a complete valuation of height 1 is unique up to equivalences because its
valuation ring coincides with Ok ⊂ K, and we fix a valuation | · | : K → [0,∞) of height 1
corresponding to Ok so that we can apply results of a complete valuation field. We deal with
several affirmative facts deeply related to perfectoid theory. For details about perfectoid theory,
see [Sch].
Definition 4.7. An affinoid ringA over K is said to be locally uniform if for any rational domain
U ⊂ X B Spa(A ), the affinoid ring (OX(U),O+X (U)) over K is uniform.
The local uniformity implies the uniformity because the completeness of A . implies A 
(OX(X),O+X (X)) by the universality of a rational domain ([Hub2] (1.2)). It is a local property
by definition in the sense that an affinoid ring A is locally uniform if and only if every rational
covering U of X = Spa(A ) satisfies that (OX(U),O+X (U)) is locally uniform for any U ∈ U .
We remark that it is strictly stronger than the uniformity by Theorem 4.1. The class of locally
uniform affinoid rings contains all the affinoid algebras associated to reduced Banach K-algebras
topologically of finite type and perfectoid affinoid algebras over perfectoid fields.
Theorem 4.8 (Tate’s Acyclicity). Let A be a locally uniform affinoid ring over K. Then for any
rational covering U of X = Spa(A ), the Cˇech complex
0→ A . →
∏
U∈U
H0(U,OX)→
∏
U,U′∈U
H0(U ∩ U′,OX)→ · · ·
is an exact sequence of complete topological K-vector spaces such that the images endowed with
the relative topologies are canonically homeomorphic to the corresponding cokernels endowed
with the quotient topology.
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The following is just imitating the proof of [BGR] Proposition 8.2.2/5.
Proof. For each uniform affinoid ringB over K, we equipB. with ‖·‖B B ρB introduced in §2.1,
and regard it as a uniform Banach K-algebra. We deal with rational localisations of adic spectra
comparing those of Berkovich spectra by Proposition 2.16. The statement on the topologies of
the images and the cokernels is equivalent to the admissibility of the sequence as a complex of
Banach K-vector spaces. Since A is locally uniform, A . is a strongly Banach function algebra
over k with respect to a norm which gives its original topology by Corollary 2.7 and Proposition
2.16. We remark that for any rational domain V ⊂ X, the restriction of a cyclic covering, a
strongly cyclic covering, or a special covering (Definition 2.22) of X to V is a ration covering of
V of the same type. If U is special, then the assertion follows from Theorem 3.4. Hence if U
is strongly cyclic, then the assertion follows from Lemma 2.23 (iii) and [BGR] Corollary 8.1.4/3.
Therefore if U is a cyclic covering, then the assertion follows from Lemma 2.23 (ii) and [BGR]
Corollary 8.1.4/3. Consequently, for a general rational covering U , the assertion follows from
Lemma 2.23 (i) and [BGR] Corollary 8.1.4/3. 
Theorem 4.9. Every locally uniform affinoid ring over K is sheafy.
We remark that Kevin Buzzard and Alain Verberkmoes worked independently on this prob-
lem, and found the same result in [BV].
Proof. Since the local uniformity is a local property, it suffices to verify the exactness of the Cˇech
complex of sections associated to a rational covering of the total space, and it directly follows
from Theorem 4.8. 
Theorem 4.9 gives an alternative proof of the sheaf property of a perfectoid affinoid algebra
over a perfectoid field. Peter Scholze verified the local uniformity in [Sch] Corollary 6.8. before
the proof of the sheaf condition in [Sch] Proposition 6.14. The proof of the sheaf condition
is done in several steps containing the tilting technique for reducing it to the case where the
characteristic of the base field is positive. On the other hand, this alternative proof works directly
for any characteristic. Now we introduce a notion of almost acyclicity. For details of almost
mathematics, see [GR].
Definition 4.10. Suppose that |K| is dense in [0,∞). For an affinoid ring A over K, a finite
rational covering {Spa(Ri,R+i ) ↪→ X | i ∈ I} of X B Spa(A ) is said to be almost 2-acyclic if the
Cˇech complex
0→ (A .)◦ →
∏
i1∈I
R◦i1 →
∏
i1,i2∈I
(
Ri1⊗ˆKRi2
)◦ → ∏
i1,i2,i3∈I
(
Ri1⊗ˆKRi2⊗ˆKRi3
)◦
is almost exact as a complex of Ok-modules.
We remark that even if the image of Ok is not contained inA +, it is contained inA ◦ because
every bounded homomorphism sends a bounded subset to a bounded subset. For an almost 2-
acyclic rational covering {Ui ↪→ Spa(A ) | i ∈ I} of Spa(A ), the Cˇech complex
0→ A . →
∏
i1∈I
Ri1 →
∏
i1,i2∈I
Ri1⊗ˆKRi2 →
∏
i1,i2,i3∈I
Ri1⊗ˆKRi2⊗ˆKRi3
is exact because K is flat over Ok and every divisible almost zero Ok-module is zero. In the
following, suppose that K is a perfectoid field.
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Theorem 4.11. Let A be a sheafy affinoid ring over K. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The affinoid ring A is a perfectoid affinoid K-algebra.
(ii) There is a rational covering of Spa(A ) consisting of affinoid perfectoid spaces, and every
rational covering of Spa(A ) is almost 2-acyclic.
(iii) There is an almost 2-acyclic rational covering of Spa(A ) consisting of affinoid perfectoid
spaces.
Proof. The condition (i) implies (ii) by [Sch] Proposition 6.14. The condition (ii) immediately
implies (iii). Therefore it suffices to verify that (iii) implies (i). Let A be a sheafy affinoid ring
over K such that X = Spa(A ) admits an almost 2-acyclic rational covering {Ui ⊂ X | i ∈ I} by
affinoid perfectoid spaces Ui = Spa(S i, S +i ). Put
C = ((C(−1),C(0),C(1),C(2),C(3)), d•)
B
0→ A . →∏
i1∈I
S i1 →
∏
i1,i2∈I
S i1⊗ˆkS i2 →
∏
i1,i2,i3∈I
S i1⊗ˆkS i2⊗ˆkS i3

τC = ((C(−1),C(0),C(1),C(2)), d•) B
0→ A . →∏
i1∈I
S i1 →
∏
i1,i2∈I
S i1⊗ˆkS i2

Then C◦ ⊂ C is almost exact by the assumption, and hence C is exact. Since C◦ is a subcomplex
of C, it is exact at C(0)◦. By Banach’s open mapping theorem ([Bou] Theorem I.3.3/1), the
exactness of C at C(1) implies that C(0) is isomorphic to ker(d1), and hence C(0)◦ is isomorphic
to ker(d1)◦ = ker(d1) ∩ C(1)◦, where ker(d1) is regarded as a Banach k-algebra because it is a
Banach k-subalgebra of C(1). Therefore C◦ is exact at C(1)◦, and (A .)◦ = C(0)◦ is bounded
again by Banach’s open mapping theorem. Since the functor (·)a : M Ma is exact, C◦a is exact.
Let p > 0 denote the characteristic of the residue field of K with respect to the valuation ring Ok.
Take a uniformiser $ ∈ K with |p| < |$| < 1 which admits a p-power root $1/p ∈ K. Taking the
cohomology of the exact sequence 0 → C◦a $−→ C◦a → C◦a/$ → 0, we obtain Hi(τC◦a/$) = 0
for i = 0, 1 by the almost exactness of τC◦. Thus (τC◦a)/$ is exact.
We obtained the exactness of τC◦a/$. Replacing $ by $1/p, we also obtain the exactness of
τC◦a/$1/p. Consider the diagram
0 −−−−−→ C(0)◦a/$1/p −−−−−→ C(1)◦a/$1/p −−−−−→ C(2)◦a/$1/py y y
0 −−−−−→ C(0)◦a/$ −−−−−→ C(1)◦a/$ −−−−−→ C(2)◦a/$,
where each vertical arrow is the Frobenius homomorphism. Since each component of C(1) and
C(2) is a perfectoid K-algebra, the second and third vertical arrows are isomorphisms by [Sch]
Proposition 5.5. Therefore the first vertical arrow is an isomorphism by five lemma. It implies
that C(0)◦a is a perfectoid K◦a-algebra, and hence R = C(0) is a perfectoid K-algebra by [Sch]
Lemma 5.6. 
Corollary 4.12. Suppose that K is of characteristic p > 0. Then a perfectoid space over K is an
affinoid perfectoid space if and only if it is an affinoid space.
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We note that many people simultaneously worked on this problem. For example, Yoichi
Mieda gave me a proof in personal communication directly verifying the uniformity and the per-
fectness of the global section. Kevin Buzzard and Alain Verberkmoes also gave a proof under the
assumption of the local uniformity in [BV].
Proof. The necessary implication is obvious. For the sufficient implication, it is reduced to the
case where an affinoid space admits a covering of the form in Corollary 2.20 consisting of two
affinoid perfectoid spaces by the same argument in Theorem 4.9. Let X = Spa(A ) be a perfectoid
space which is an affinoid space, and f ∈ A . an element such that A .{ f } and A .{ f −1} are
perfectoid K-algebras. The Cˇech complex
C = ((C(−1),C(0),C(1),C(2),C(3)), d•)
B
(
0→ A . → A . { f } ×A .
{
f −1
}
→ A .
{
f , f −1
}
→ 0
)
is exact by Corollary 2.20. Therefore by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.11,
C◦ is almost exact at C(0)◦ and C(1)◦. By Banach’s open mapping theorem ([Bou] Theorem
I.3.3/1), d1(C(1)◦) is an open Ok-submodule of C(2)◦, and hence there is an r ∈ Ok\{0} such that
rC(2)◦ ⊂ d1(C(1)◦). Let f ∈ C(2)◦. Take an  ∈ Ok with || < 1. We have | pN | < |r| for a
sufficiently large N ∈ N, and hence ( f )pN ∈ d1(C(1)◦). Since the underlying K-algebra of C(1)
is perfect and d1 commutes with Frobenius,  f ∈ d1(C(1)◦). Thus d1 : C(1)◦ → C(2)◦ is almost
surjective, and C◦ is almost exact at C(2)◦. We conclude that the rational covering is almost
2-acyclic, and hence X is an affinoid perfectoid space by Theorem 4.11. 
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